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We can’t impose our will on a system. We can listen to what the system tells us, and

discover how it’s properties and our values can work together to bring forth something

much better than could ever be produced by our will alone.

Donella Meadows
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SUMMARY

Decreasing sediment availability, in combination with sea level rise and human fixa-

tion of the coastline, results in losses of the intertidal environment (lying in-between

the mean low water and mean high water spring tide). This means a loss of biodiversity

and an increased coastal vulnerability to extreme events and sea level rise. Therefore

it is of utmost importance to understand the dynamics of the intertidal wetlands; their

response to sea level rise and to different types of human interferences. The better we

understand the processes that underlie the evolution of the intertidal system, the more

effectively we can manipulate the system, to stimulate its rise and maintain its elevation

relative to mean sea level.

The long-term morphodynamics is difficult to understand due to the interdependen-

cies of the underlying processes; the morphology is shaped by the hydrodynamic forces,

while it influences these forces at the same time. Due to the feedback loops, the compo-

nents are strongly entangled and the whole system cannot be reduced to the sum of its

parts and solved by the traditional reductionist method.

In this thesis, system theory and system analysis are applied to get towards an under-

standing of ‘the intertidal morphodynamical system’. This is the philosophy that states

arise that are understandable and possible to determine exactly, despite the many in-

teractions between the variables and the apparent complexity of systems. To describe

these states, I follow a top-down approach, where I learn from the observed system be-

havior. Hence, the observation of conserved properties leads to the important question:

‘why are they conserved?’ The answer to this question can reveal much of the system’s

dynamics.

I investigated the intertidal system by a systematical analysis of long-term numerical

simulations. Two types of intertidal systems are considered: (1) gentle intertidal flats on

which cross-shore tidal currents dominate (at least in the lower (sub)tidal domain, where

the wave impact is relatively small), and (2) narrow fringing intertidal flats in the close

vicinity of a tidal channel, on which long-shore tidal currents and wind waves dominate

over the cross-shore tidal currents. The simulations show that these systems behave

totally different: Tidal flats on which the cross-shore tidal current dominates shift in the

cross-shore direction and are rarely in morphodynamic equilibrium. When the cross-

shore tidal current loses its dominance, on the other hand, stationary equilibrium states

can develop. These evolutions can be explained by the characteristic feedback loops

between the hydrodynamic forces and the bathymetry.

When cross-shore tidal currents dominate, negative feedback loops between the bed

levels and the erosion fluxes stabilize the profile slope and shape within the first decades

of evolution. Namely: On the lower (sub)tidal flat, an increase (decrease) in the local

bed level leads to smaller (larger) water depths and larger (smaller) tidal flow velocities

(in combination with conserved discharges). Hence, net accretion (erosion) automati-

cally leads to an increase (decrease) in the gross erosion rates. This feedback loop steers

ix
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towards a local balance between the deposition and erosion flux on much of the tidal

flat. Despite the balances between the vertical fluxes, a horizontal net transport gener-

ally remains. Namely, a stabilizing feedback loop does not exist on the upper flat. Hence,

the tidal hydrodynamic energy remains low on the upper flat and sediment continuously

settles there. This also means that the balances on the seaward sections are permanently

disturbed by the changes of the upper shore. This results in seaward progradation with

a conserved cross-sectional profile, which I call the ‘lagrangian equilibrium state’.

Also in the presence of wind waves (acting together with cross-shore tidal currents),

migrating states (i.e. long-term coastal progradation or retreat) develop. This tendency

indicates a persistent imbalance on the upper flat in combination with the tide-related

feedback loop described in the previous paragraph (which explains the horizontal shift).

Because maximum wave-induced bed shear stresses occur close to the tidal front, i.e. in

very shallow waters, any section within the intertidal domain will experience maximum

wave-induced bed shear stresses, independent of the precise bed elevation. Hence, a

strong stabilizing feedback loop between the wave-induced bed shear stress and the

bed level is not present. Depending on the specific wave climate and sediment supply,

the upper shore is accretive or erosive, resulting in respectively seaward progradation or

landward retreat.

Based on the knowledge that the system converges to a ‘lagrangian equilibrium state’,

system variables can be expressed in terms of independent driving factors. Quantitative

relationships are derived between the progradation speed of migrating flats and the sus-

pended sediment concentration in the adjacent waters, wave-induced erosion and sea

level rise. These show that the speed increases stronger than linearly with the concen-

tration in the adjacent deep waters (channels). Sea level rise and erosion by wind waves,

on the other hand, affect the progradation speed in a linear fashion. In this thesis it

is shown that a critical sediment concentration level exists below which a system shifts

from progradation to retreat and this value is calculated for the Yangtze Estuary. For

this estuary, it is estimated that at least ∼ 30% of the sediment concentration in 1990 is

needed to keep up with the projected rate of sea level rise till 2100.

The other type of considered intertidal systems are fringing intertidal flats under in-

fluence of along-shore tidal currents (in combination with cross-shore tidal currents and

wind waves). Fringing flats exist along the fringes of bays or estuaries, at sites that are

locally shielded from the strong along-shore tidal currents in the adjacent channels (so

that the along-shore current is reduced in the cross-shore direction). On the lower flat,

the cross-shore currents are negligible, as in contrast with the wide (open coast) tidal

flats considered in the previous paragraphs. My results indicate that even small wind

waves (5-10cm) can have an important stabilizing effect on the long-term morphody-

namics of the fringing intertidal flats. Maximum wave-induced bed shear stresses were

found in shallow waters (at the tidal fronts) and these decrease with increasing water

depth. This relationship results in a strong stabilizing morphodynamic feedback loop

in the subtidal domain, where the minimum water depth strongly decreases (increases)

with a increasing (decreasing) bed level. After stabilization of the subtidal region, an ad-

ditional stabilizing feedback loop gets important on the intertidal flat. Namely, landward

of the stable section, an increase (decrease) in the local bed level leads to an increase (de-

crease) in the cross-sectional slope -in the offshore direction- and thereby to an increase
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(decrease) in the relative importance of wave shoaling versus wave dissipation. These

processes result in the development of a stationary equilibrium state. The equilibrium

state is characterized by a shoreward increasing wave-induced bed shear stress, which

counteracts the tidal energy gradient (which, in turn, is hardly affected by the intertidal

bathymetry). Closer to the shore, where the along-shore current becomes negligible,

the wave-induced erosion (and maximum bed shear stress) is approximately homoge-

neous on the equilibrium bathymetry. Such a homogeneous maximum wave-induced

bed shear stress (exerted by small wind waves in shallow waters) is related with a linear

cross-shore equilibrium profile. On a straight line, the effects of wave shoaling and wave

dissipation at the tidal fronts (where the wave impact peaks) are homogeneous. This

result differs from the concave equilibrium profiles for larger incoming wind waves as

derived analytically by Friedrichs & Aubrey (1996).





SAMENVATTING

Tijdens hun verre vluchten over land en over zee stoppen veel trekvogels op het wad om

zich (tijdens laagwater) te goed te doen aan een rijke collectie van vis en schaaldieren.

Deze modder- en zandplaten, ook wel intergetijdengebieden genoemd, komen wereld-

wijd voor langs kusten en in riviermondingen. Daar vormen zij bijzondere natuurgebie-

den die onmisbaar zijn voor de ecologie in hun wijde omgeving. Van economisch belang

is verder de rol die zij vervullen in de kustverdediging, bijvoorbeeld doordat golven erop

breken en hun energie verliezen voordat ze inslag maken op de achterliggende dijken.

Ondanks de internationale regelgeving die moet toezien op het behoud van het wad

(voorbeelden zijn de ‘Ramsar Convention for the protection of migratory birds’ en de

‘European Natura2000 legislation’), is erosie van het intergetijdengebied een bekend ver-

schijnsel. Ingenieursprojecten, die worden uitgevoerd voor de scheepvaart of ter be-

scherming van de kust, hebben onbedoeld vaak een desastreus effect op deze gevoelige

natuurgebieden. Een van de redenen waarom het ons niet goed lukt om het wad te be-

schermen, is dat we de processen die ten grondslag liggen aan de kustdynamiek niet

goed genoeg begrijpen. De moeilijkheid zit hem in de onderlinge afhankelijkheid van de

processen die een rol spelen: de bodemligging wordt gevormd door de krachten van het

water op de bodem, maar beı̈nvloedt tegelijkertijd dezelfde krachten. Deze onderlinge

afhankelijkheid van variabelen maakt het systeem moeilijk te doorgronden.

In dit proefschrift wordt het systeemdenken en de systeemanalyse toegepast op de

dynamiek van intergetijdengebieden om deze beter te begrijpen. Dit is de filosofie dat

zich toestanden voordoen die te begrijpen zijn en exact bepaald kunnen worden, on-

danks de vele onderlinge afhankelijkheden tussen de variabelen en de complexiteit van

een systeem. Om deze toestanden te beschrijven, volg ik een ‘top-down’ benadering,

waarbij ik uitga van het waargenomen systeemgedrag en daarvan probeer te leren. Het

herkennen van behouden eigenschappen leidt tot de belangrijke vraag: ‘waarom zijn

deze behouden?’. Het antwoord op deze vraag kan veel van de systeemdynamiek ont-

hullen.

Ik bekijk het intergetijdensysteem door middel van een systematische analyse op

numerieke simulaties over de lange termijn (decennia tot eeuwen). Twee soorten sys-

temen, die verschillen in de dominante stromingsrichting, worden bekeken: (1) interge-

tijdengebieden met de dominante stromingsrichting loodrecht op de kust (d.w.z. lood-

recht op de dieptelijnen), en (2) intergetijdengebieden in de onmiddellijke nabijheid van

een getijdengeul. De dominante stromingsrichting is hier parallel aan de kust (d.w.z.

parallel aan de dieptelijnen). De simulaties laten zien dat deze systemen zich totaal an-

ders gedragen: kusten met een dominante transversale stroming (d.w.z. loodrecht op de

dieptelijnen) schuiven in deze richting op met een behouden dwarsprofiel en zijn zelden

in een morfodynamisch evenwicht. Wanneer de dominante stromingsrichting parallel is

aan de kust, kunnen wel stationaire evenwichtstoestanden ontstaan. Deze verschillende

xiii
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gedragingen kunnen worden verklaard door de karakteristieke terugkoppelingsmecha-

nismen tussen de hydrodynamische krachten en de bodemligging.

Wanneer de transversale stroming dominerend is, is het dwarsprofiel na de eerste

decennia constant. Het behouden dwarsprofiel kan worden verklaard door een stabilise-

rende onderlinge afhankelijkheid tussen de lokale bodemhoogte en de getij-geı̈ nduceerde

bodemerosie op een groot deel van het intergetijdengebied. Als daar de bodem hoger

komt te liggen, neemt de gemiddelde (d.w.z. gemiddeld over een getijdencyclus) wa-

terdiepte af, terwijl de hoeveelheid water die eroverheen stroomt onveranderd blijft (bij

gelijke landwaartse bodemligging). Dit vergroot de stroomsnelheden en leidt lokaal tot

meer bodemerosie. Deze onderlinge afhankelijkheid tussen de variabelen stuurt naar

een lokaal evenwicht.

Echter, op het hoogste stuk van het intergetijdengebied (vlakbij hoogwaterniveau)

wordt de relatie tussen de lokale bodemhoogte en de lokale bodemerosie juist gedo-

mineerd door een positieve terugkoppeling, doordat de tijdsvariatie in de waterstand

daar sterk afneemt met een toenemende bodemhoogte. Doordat een verhoging van de

bodem hierdoor leidt tot kleinere stroomsnelheden en bodemschuifspanningen, stabili-

seert de bodem zich hier niet. Horizontaal gezien leidt dit tot een afname van de bodem-

erosie in de landwaartse richting, waardoor er netto sedimenttransport plaatsvindt in de

landwaardse richting. Het steeds aangroeiende hogere intergetijdengebied beı̈nvloedt

vervolgens de sedimentbalansen op het lagere wad via een afhankelijkheid tussen de

bodemerosie en de landwaartse bodemligging. Onder invloed van deze afhankelijkheid

bouwt de kust zeewaards uit met een behouden dwarsprofiel. Als de bodemerosie op

het hogere intergetijdengebied echter wordt gedomineerd door windgolven is een ero-

derend systeem mogelijk, waarbij de kust zich terugtrekt. De toestand waarin de kust-

lijn zich op deze manier met behouden dwarsprofiel uitbouwt of terugtrekt wordt in dit

proefschrift een ‘lagrangiaans evenwicht’ genoemd.

Met behulp van de kennis dat er een lagriangiaans evenwicht ontstaat, kunnen kwan-

titatieve relaties worden afgeleid tussen de uitbouwsnelheid van het intergetijdengebied

en (1) de sedimentconcentratie in de aangrenzende wateren, (2) golf- geı̈nduceerde ero-

sie, en (3) zeespiegelstijging. Deze tonen aan dat de uitbouwsnelheid sterker dan line-

air toeneemt met de concentratie in de aangrenzende diepe wateren (geulen). Ander-

zijds, beı̈nvloeden zeespiegelstijging en bodemerosie door windgolven de uitbouwsnel-

heid op een lineaire manier. Ik laat zien dat er een kritisch sedimentconcentratie ni-

veau bestaat waaronder een transitie plaatsvindt van een uitbouwend systeem naar een

terugtrekkend systeem. Gegeven een gemeten combinatie van uitbouwsnelheid, golf-

geı̈nduceerde erosie en sedimentconcentratie, kunnen deze relaties worden gebruikt

om ruwe projecties te maken voor verschillende scenario’s van veranderende sediment-

concentraties en zeespiegelstijging. Voor de monding van de Yangtze rivier kan op deze

manier worden bepaald dat grofweg 30% van de sedimentconcentratie in 1990 nodig is

om een terugtrekkend intergetijdensysteem te voorkomen (uitgaande van een onveran-

derd golfklimaat en een lokale zeespiegelstijging van 7mm/yr ).

Het andere type systeem dat ik bekeken heb, is een intergetijdengebied waarop de

dominante stromingsrichting parallel is aan de kust. Deze gebieden komen bijvoorbeeld

voor aan de oevers van riviermondingen, op plaatsen die ietwat beschermd liggen ten

opzichte van de sterkere stromingen in de nabijgelegen geulen, zodat deze stroming af-
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neemt in de richting naar de kust toe. Als golven afwezig zijn, is er geen tendens naar een

evenwicht of een behouden dwarsprofiel. In dat geval wordt het hogere intergetijdenge-

bied gekenmerkt door permanente aangroei, terwijl op het lagere intergetijdengebied

mogelijk permanente erosie optreedt. Echter laten mijn resultaten zien dat zelfs kleine

golven (5-10 cm hoog) een belangrijke stabiliserende rol kunnen spelen. De impact van

deze kleine golven is maximaal in ondiepe wateren (d.w.z. direct na het opkomen van

de zee) en neemt af met toenemende waterdiepte. Deze afhankelijkheid resulteert in

een stabiliserend terugkoppelingsmechanisme op het subtidale domein (d.w.z. het stuk

onder laag waterniveau), waar de minimale waterdiepte sterk afneemt met een toene-

mende bodemhoogte. Nadat het subtidale domein gestabiliseerd is, wordt een ander

terugkoppelingsmechanisme belangrijk. Namelijk landwaarts van het stabiele domein,

leidt een bodemverhoging(verlaging) tot een toename (afname) van de dwarshelling -in

de zeewaartse richting- en daardoor tot een toename (afname) van golf shoaling (dit is

het effect dat de golfhoogtes toenemen als golven in ondieper water komen). Hierdoor

neemt de golf-geı̈nduceerde erosie toe als het bodemniveau stijgt. Deze onderlinge af-

hankelijkheid van de variabelen zorgt voor een evolutie naar een stationair evenwicht.

De evenwichtstoestand wordt gekenmerkt door een toenemende golf-geı̈nduceerde bo-

demschuifspanning in de richting naar de kust, tegengesteld aan de gradiënt in de getij-

geı̈nduceerde bodemschuifspanning. Als de impact van de getijdestroming verwaar-

loosbaar is (ten opzichte van die van de golven), is de golf-geı̈nduceerde schuifspan-

ning ongeveer homogeen verdeeld. Deze homogene verdeling kan worden gerelateerd

aan een lineair bodemprofiel (d.w.z. een homogene helling in de richting loodrecht op

de kust). Op een lineair bodemprofiel is de maximale golf-geı̈nduceerde bodemschuif-

spanning (uitgeoefend door kleine windgolven in ondiepe wateren) homogeen verdeeld.

Dit resultaat verschilt van de concave evenwichtsprofielen (d.w.z. een steiler wordende

bodemhelling in de richting naar de kust) voor grotere golven zoals analytisch bepaald

door Friedrichs & Aubrey (1996).
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PREFACE

Do you sometimes have the feeling that you are simplifying a problem too much? That

your solution is too theoretical for real application? Are you sometimes treating variables

as constants (to make a problem ‘solvable’), whereas in reality the variable is everything

but really constant? In that case, I would recommend the book ‘Thinking in Systems - A

Primer’, written by Donella Meadows (Meadows & Wright, 2009). She was a pioneering

American environmental scientist at MIT and a master in systems thinking and systems

analysis. Her work is recognized in many different academic fields, as also outside the

academic world, which shows the wide (practical) application of systems thinking and

system analysis.

The field of morphodynamics is an example of where an understanding of system

theory is indispensable for solving the most challenging problems; those in which the in-

teraction between the morphology and the hydrodynamics plays a dominant role; those

at the time-scales in which neither can be treated as independent from the other.

Despite its power, applying system theory does not have to be difficult. It actually

yields a very natural and intuitive way of thinking. You just need to ‘acknowledge the

complexity of nature’ here and there, and to concentrate on ‘how to solve a complex

problem’ instead of focusing on how to simplify one with (erroneous) linear regressions.

For me, complex systems yield the most fascinating and challenging puzzles to solve.

Writing this thesis has been a pleasure. I want to thank Bram van Prooijen, Zheng

Bing Wang and Huib de Vriend for giving me this particular opportunity, and for sup-

porting me in taking an approach that differs from the more traditional (reductionistic)

methods in the field of hydraulic engineering. I found confirmation and inspiration from

other scientists in the field who follow the approach of complex system science, and

from the ongoing shift towards the ‘building with nature’ philosophy. The interaction

between ecologists and hydraulic engineers, and the integral way of thinking it involves,

is promising and inspiring.

Debora Cynthia Maan

Delft, August 2018
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1
INTRODUCTION

Systems of information-feedback control are fundamental to all life and human

endeavor, from the slow pace of biological evolution to the launching of the latest space

satellite.... Everything we do as individuals, as an industry, or as society is done in the

context of information-feedback system.

Jay W. Forrester

1.1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Many of our biggest cities worldwide are situated in delta’s. These low-lying coastal areas

are extremely vulnerable to climate change and accelerated sea level rise (SLR) (Syvitski

et al., 2009). In meantime, human interferences can weaken our coastal defense, espe-

cially if dams inside the upstream river reduce the sediment supply towards the estu-

ary (Syvitski et al., 2007, 2009). Decreasing sediment availability, in combination with

SLR and human fixation of the coastline, strongly impacts the coastal environment. Ex-

tremely sensitive are the intertidal flats, lying in-between the mean low water and mean

high water spring tide. The intertidal flats (including salt marshes and mudflats) form

the start for land reclamation; serve as buffers for coastal defense; are sinks of pollutants

and nutrients; and are important habitats for flora and fauna (van de Kam et al., 2010).

Loss of these coastal wetlands means a loss of biodiversity and an increased coastal vul-

nerability to extreme events and SLR. It is therefore of utmost importance to predict the

morphological development of the intertidal flats with regard to climate change and an-

thropogenic activities. The better we understand the processes that underlie the evo-

lution of the intertidal system, the more effectively we can manipulate the system, to

stimulate its rise and maintain its elevation relative to mean sea level (MSL).

The difficulties in understanding the long-term morphodynamics are related to the

many interacting factors that play a role: the (bio)morphology affects the shear stresses

induced by wind waves and tidal currents, as well as the patterns of sediment transport.

In turn, it is shaped by the same factors. These interactions make the morphodynamic

1
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system behave like a ‘complex system’ (D.H. Meadows, 2009), characterized by the occur-

rence of stable states (van Goor et al., 2003; Fagherazzi et al., 2006, 2007; Bearman et al.,

2010; Friedrichs, 2011) and sudden transitions between these states (Wang et al., 2015).

This kind of systems are difficult to unravel and to simplify. We have to be careful not to

treat dependent variables -that are embedded in a system- as independent drivers (D.H.

Meadows, 2009).

However, system theory provides a framework for working with and understanding

complex systems. It implies that the interactions between the variables should be iden-

tified. The type of interactions give (qualitative) understanding of the system’s behavior,

its states and transitions between those states. Sometimes it is even possible to quanti-

tatively express system variables in terms of independent system drivers. Especially the

knowledge that a system tends to an equilibrium state can greatly simplify problems.

1.2. SYSTEMS AND FEEDBACK LOOPS

Quantities and processes are often steered or regulated by feedback loops. In this intro-

duction we discuss the two basic types of feedback loops, the stabilizing feedback loop

and the reinforcing feedback loop, by considering two examples of systems. We consider

a very simple model for two different students who make exams and get influenced by

their results:

• Imagine a student who wants to pass his (or her) exams with as little effort as pos-

sible. Initially, he (she) does not know how much effort it takes to pass an exam.

But after each exam, feedback is given in the form of a mark. Each inadequate re-

sult gives the signal ‘work harder’. Each high mark gives the signal ‘work less’. After

many exams, the student is well ‘calibrated’ and knows exactly what is required

to score just enough points to pass. In this example, the mark for the exam is the

quantity that gets controlled via the behavior of the student, that depends on the

mark itself (i.e. a feedback loop). The marks get stabilized around the ‘passing

point’.

• Now imagine another student who needs good results as confirmation of his/her

own ability and to stay motivated. Full of enthusiasm he/she starts with the studies

and soon the first results come. Is the hard work rewarded by high marks? Then the

self-confidence and enthusiasm increases; next time he/she works even harder.

Are the first scores disappointing? Then he/she loses motivation to study for the

next exam. Hence, also for this student, the marks and the willingness to study are

entangled, but now by a reinforcing feedback loop (with a tipping point around

the student’s own expectations).

Of course no student can be modeled by a routine with one single feedback loop. In

reality, a system often consists of many different feedback loops. Different loops work-

ing simultaneously; competing to pull the system toward different ‘goals’. At different

‘stages’ another feedback loop can dominate. A student who loses motivation to excel

after the first (disappointing) marks can adjust his/her goals to the aim of ‘just passing

the exams’, i.e. a shift from a reinforcing stage to a balancing stage. Or a student who

initially was ‘trapped’ by loop 1, can lose motivation after one very low mark. Hence,
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"every balancing feedback loop, has its breakdown point, where other loops pull it away

from its goal more strongly than it can pull back" (D.H. Meadows, 2009).

To do some more justice to the complexity of a student’s behavior, let us consider

yet another ‘type’ of student; one that is studying purely out of interest in the matter.

Hence, the behavior of this student will not be affected by the marks he/she achieves.

But the enthusiasm of the student can be influenced by the enthusiasm of the teacher.

What if the enthusiasm of the teacher, in turn, is influenced by the behavior/ enthusiasm

of the whole group of students or their (midterm) marks? See, things easily get complex.

Depending on the typical interactions and hierarchies, a system can be too big and com-

plicated to resolve.

However, the functioning of our students is even more complex than the matter they

study, so let us now move to the field of morphodynamics. One very simple and direct

feedback loop that often influences the overall behavior of morphodynamic systems is

the feedback loop between the bed level and the bed shear stress, as indicated in Figure

1.1. Depending on the typical hydrodynamic forcing, stabilizing or reinforcing feedback

loops occur. By these loops, bed level changes are respectively diminished or amplified

by its own action (via its effect on the erosion rates that in turn directly affect the sedi-

ment balances), see Fig1.1.

Bed shear stress

increases

Decreasing bed level

Gross erosion rates

decrease

Gross erosion rates

increase

Bed shear stress

decreases

Erosion

Depostion

Figure 1.1: Diagram of two different types of feedback loops in a morphodynamic system. The arrows indicate

the consecutive consequences of a decrease in the bed level for two different cases. Left (reinforcing) loop:

a decrease in the bed level results in larger bed shear stresses and larger gross erosion rates, i.e. bed level

changes get amplified. Right (stabilizing) loop: a decrease in the bed level results in smaller bed shear stresses

and smaller gross erosion rates, i.e. bed level changes get smaller in time.

Also in the morphodynamic system, multiple feedback loops can act simultaneously,

competing or reinforcing each other. This makes the system hard to unravel. System the-

ory is the theory that states arise that are understandable and possible to determine and

describe exactly, despite the many interactions between the variables and the apparent

complexity of the system. We here define the ‘steady states’ as states in which certain
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properties of a system remain constant in time, controlled by negative feedback loops.

Observations and numerical studies show that the evolution of intertidal flats (and mor-

phodynamic systems in general) often converge towards these states (Roberts et al., 2000;

Pritchard et al., 2002; Fagherazzi et al., 2006, 2007; Bearman et al., 2010; Friedrichs, 2011;

Liu et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2015). Following a top-down approach, where we learn from

the observed system behavior and states, is a useful strategy to get towards an under-

standing of dynamical systems. Hence, we can ask the question: ‘what are the feedback

loops/ the physical mechanisms that can explain the observed behavior (i.e. the states,

trends, patterns, events, etc.)?’ In special, the observation of conserved properties leads

to the important question: ‘why are they conserved?’ The answers to these questions

can reveal much of the system’s dynamics. This is the typical systems approach that will

be taken in this thesis to discover the processes that drive the morphodynamic system.

1.3. OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In this thesis we investigate the behavior of ‘intertidal flats’ as systems. The first goal

of this PhD thesis is to increase our understanding of the processes and feedback loops

that underlie the long-term morphodynamic evolution of intertidal flats. Instead of a

one-sided focus on how the bathymetry steers the hydrodynamic flow and sediment

transport, or how the bed shear stresses and sediment transport shape the bathymetry,

we explicitly want to know how these variables are reinforced or reversed by its own ac-

tion. We aim to answer the following research questions: How do the physical processes

interplay and together determine the behavior of intertidal systems? Do steady states

exist? How resilient or sensitive are these states to environmental changes such as sea

level rise and reduced sediment supply? If possible, we want to use this understanding

to express state variables quantitatively in terms of the independent driving factors.

1.4. METHODOLOGY

System analysis based on experiments with idealised process-based models were car-

ried out to obtain better understanding of the development of intertidal systems and the

underlying processes and mechanisms. By using idealised model set-ups, the behavior

can be studied in a systematic way. Unraveling the behavior of a numerical model also

has the great advantage that the mutual dependencies are already quantified well in the

model. The physics is already in there, but we still need a better understanding of which

processes and feedback loops dominate the system’s behavior. We consider two types

of intertidal systems: (1) wide (open coast) intertidal flats that are dominated by cross-

shore tidal currents and wind waves, and (2) fringing intertidal flats in the close vicinity

of a tidal channel, on which long-shore currents and wind waves dominate over cross-

shore tidal currents. We describe and analyze the time-evolution of the state variables

(e.g. the bathymetry, the bed shear stresses, the wave heigth). Considering how these

factors change over time and are (positively or negatively) correlated, reveals important

information about the interdependencies and morphodynamic feedback mechanisms

(reinforcing or stabilizing) that control the observed long-term evolution of the inter-

tidal flats.
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1.5. OUTLINE

This thesis is based on a set of three journal papers. One of the papers is split up in

Chapters 2 and 3, while the other two papers have been almost literally taken over as

Chapter 4 and 5. Because these are stand-alone papers, the introductions of the chapters

show some overlap.

In the next chapter (Chapter 2), we describe the behavior and underlying processes

of (wide and gently sloped) intertidal flats under influence of cross-shore tidal currents

and onshore prograding wind waves. We investigate the steady states of these systems.

In Chapter 3, the model is expressed in a moving reference frame, a way to derive the

stable profile shapes and progradation speeds for given wave climates and sediment

supplies. In Chapter 4, the basis of the ‘Lagrangian equilibrium state’ is used to de-

rive quantitative relationships between the progradation speed of intertidal flats and (1)

the sediment supply, (2) the wave-induced erosion and (3) sea level rise. In Chapter 5,

we consider fringing intertidal flats. As in contrast with the wide and open tidal flats,

these systems are characterized by small distances between the intertidal area and the

adjacent channels and by strong long-shore tidal current velocities on much of the tidal

flat. A two dimensional process-based morphodynamic model (Delft3D) is constructed

to perform a case-study in the Western Scheldt Estuary. Based on long-term simula-

tions, the system behavior is considered and the underlying feedback loops are identi-

fied (Chapter 5). Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the overall conclusions of the thesis and

provides an outlook to future applications and open research questions.
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2
DO INTERTIDAL FLATS EVER REACH

EQUILIBRIUM?

Various studies have identified a strong relation between the hydrodynamic forces and

‘the equilibrium profile’ for intertidal flats. A thorough understanding of the interplay

between the hydrodynamic forces and the morphology, however, concerns more than the

equilibrium state alone. We study the basic processes and feedback mechanisms underly-

ing the long-term behavior of the intertidal system. In this chapter, we focus on intertidal

flats that are controlled by cross-shore tidal currents and wind waves and apply a 1-D

cross-shore morphodynamic model. The results indicate that, by an adjustment of the pro-

file slope and shape, an initial imbalance between deposition and erosion is minimized

within a few decades. What follows is a state of long-term seaward progradation or land-

ward retreat of the intertidal flat, in which the cross-shore profile shape is largely main-

tained and the imbalance between deposition and erosion is not further reduced. These

long-term trends can be explained by positive feedback loops between the morphology

and the hydrodynamic forces on the flat: initial accretion (erosion) decreases (increases)

the shear stresses over the flat, which induces further accretion (erosion). This implies that

a static equilibrium state cannot exist, the flat either builds out or retreats.

2.1. INTRODUCTION

Intertidal flats, soft sediment beds located between the mean low water and mean high

water spring tide, exist in a variety of environments ranging from tidal basins to estuaries

and open coasts (Flemming, 2002). Above mean sea level, intertidal flats generally merge

with vegetated salt marshes. Together, salt marshes and intertidal flats form important

habitats, where organic material accumulates and numerous types of living organisms

gather, feed, rest, breed and nurse their offspring. The intertidal environment is indis-

pensable to the ecosystem far outside its boundaries and therefore often protected by

Parts of this chapter have been published in Journal of Geophysical Research 120(11),

https://doi.org/10.1002/2014JF003311 (Maan et al., 2015)
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international legislation, such as the Ramsar Convention for the protection of migratory

birds, or the European Natura2000 legislation.

On the other hand, intertidal flats and marshes are highly sensitive to changes in

their environmental conditions. Engineering works, aimed to protect the coast or facil-

itate navigation, as well as anthropogenic climate change and sea-level rise, often dras-

tically affect the intertidal area. The Eastern Scheldt Estuary in the Netherlands is an

example of a system where an anthropogenic interference (building of a storm surge

barrier) resulted in ongoing erosion of the intertidal flats (Eelkema et al., 2013). In the

Yangtze Estuary (China), the seaward expansion of the intertidal flats slowed down due

to the construction of plentiful dams in the Yangtze River (Yang et al., 2011). The Venice

Lagoon, on the other hand, is an example of systems where the future of the intertidal

flats and salt marshes critically depends on the rate of sea-level rise in the next century

(Marani et al., 2007).

Erosion of intertidal flats is generally undesirable, as a smaller area or a lower eleva-

tion of the flats implies less food or a shorter dry period for wading birds to forage. It also

implies a smaller buffer between (migrating) channels and dikes; intertidal flats protect

the dikes by providing geotechnical stability and dissipating wave energy (Dyer, 1998;

Kirby, 2000). In order to support management decisions, a proper understanding of the

dynamics of the intertidal system and their response to engineering works and sea-level

rise is needed.

The functionality of intertidal flats for ecology and coastal defense depends on the

shape of their cross-shore profiles (Kirby, 2000). For ecology and safety issues, high and

convex-upward (decreasing slope towards the top of the tidal flat, henceforth simply

called ‘convex’) profiles are generally preferred over low and concave-upward (increas-

ing slope towards the top of the flat, henceforth called ‘concave’) ones for their relatively

wide upper intertidal area (Kirby, 2000). Relationships between the cross-shore ‘equi-

librium profiles’ of intertidal flats and the environmental factors (sediment availabil-

ity, wave climate and tidal range) have been derived in various studies (Friedrichs and

Aubrey, 1996; Roberts et al., 2000; Friedrichs, 2011), both numerically and analytically.

Such a ‘morphodynamic equilibrium state’ is commonly defined by a constant bed level

over some characteristic time span. It has been shown that the intertidal cross-shore

profile, once in equilibrium with the environment, tends to be convex under the influ-

ence of tidal currents, whereas the action of wind waves yields more concave equilibrium

profile shapes. For situations in which waves and tidal currents are both present, several

authors have suggested that the cross-shore equilibrium profile can be classified accord-

ing to the ‘dominance’ of waves over tides, i.e. to the relative magnitude of the wave- and

tide-induced bed shear stresses (Kirby, 2000; Roberts et al., 2000; Friedrichs, 2011).

However, numerous studies show that a stationary morphodynamic equilibrium state

is rather exceptional and that coastlines are in general in an accretive or erosive state

(Kirby, 2000; Pritchard et al., 2002; van der Wegen, 2010; Mariotti and Fagherazzi, 2010;

Tambroni and Seminara, 2012). Numerical studies by Pritchard et al. (2002) and Wae-

les et al. (2004) show that under influence of cross-shore tidal currents, intertidal flats

prograde or retreat in the long run, whereas the cross-shore profile shape is stable after

a few decades of evolution. Mariotti and Fagherazzi (2010) and Tambroni and Semi-

nara (2012), both accounting for the effects of wind waves and vegetation, show similar
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trends. Other studies show correlations between the accretive (erosive) state and the

convexity (concavity) of the cross-shore profile (Lee and Mehta, 1997; Dyer, 1998; Kirby,

2000, 2002; Liu et al., 2011; Friedrichs, 2011), as well as the influence of net sedimenta-

tion on the profile slope and the width of the intertidal area (Pritchard et al., 2003; Liu et

al., 2011; Friedrichs, 2011). Convex and accreting flats have furthermore been linked to

tidal dominance and concave and retreating flats to wave dominance (Mehta et al., 1996;

Kirby, 2000; Friedrichs, 2011), although Pritchard et al. (2002) showed that tidal asym-

metry can significantly change the effect of tides and that ebb-dominance can cause the

tidal flat to retreat with a convex profile shape.

Subsequent studies sought for the criteria for which intertidal flats prograde or re-

treat and for which an equilibrium state develops. Waeles et al. (2004) incorporated the

effect of wind waves in their 1-D cross-shore model and found that the possibility of an

equilibrium state depends on the typical wave regime. Mariotti and Fagherazzi (2010)

showed that the state (progradation or retreat) furthermore depends on the sediment

supply and that the presence of vegetation influences the rate of progradation or retreat.

In the same study, the evolution of the marsh boundary and adjacent flat was deter-

mined for different scenarios of sea-level rise. Their results show that sea-level rise (in

time) is an important factor, which can determine whether an intertidal flat will prograde

or retreat.

Additional relevant studies on the intertidal morphodynamic equilibrium were car-

ried out within 0-D frameworks (Fagherazzi et al., 2006, 2007; Marani et al., 2007; de

Swart and Zimmerman, 2009; Marani et al., 2010), i.e. based on the assumption of a

homogeneous bed level (platform). This approach is based on observations of charac-

teristic intertidal landscapes in which large tidal platforms lie within specific ranges of

elevation (separated by much steeper transition zones). Results of these studies sug-

gest that wave-dominated intertidal platforms migrate to stable equilibrium elevations

(Fagherazzi et al., 2006; Marani et al., 2007; de Swart and Zimmerman, 2009; Marani et

al., 2010) and that the presence of vegetation and biomorphodynamic feedbacks can

further intensify the discrepancy between different stable elevations (Fagherazzi et al.,

2006, 2007; Marani et al., 2007, 2010).

The present study is motivated by the wish to predict the consequences of engineer-

ing works for the status of the intertidal flats in the Yangtze Estuary. The mudflats around

the mouth of the Yangtze River are characterized by the exposure to wind waves and the

large supply of fine sediment from the Yangtze River (Yang et al., 2008). Studies show

that both, wind wave- and tide-induced forces play a significant role in the morpho-

dynamics of these flats (Yang et al., 2001, 2008). In the period between 1982 and 1990,

the intertidal flats prograded with a smooth and convex shape (see Fig.2.1), presum-

ably as a consequence of the abundant sediment supply from the river. In the last few

decades, the construction of dams in the river basin has resulted in a strong reduction of

the sediment supply. Subsequently, the progradation of the tidal flats has stopped and

the profiles have become more and more concave (Yang et al., 2011). Yet, the future of

the intertidal flats in the Yangtze Estuary remains uncertain: will the flats further pro-

grade after a change in shape, will a stationary balance be established or is the change in

shape an early indication for (long-term) erosion?

In this chapter we aim to determine (qualitatively) the influence of the sediment sup-
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ply and the wave climate on the state (prograding, retreating or in equilibrium) of inter-

tidal flats that are dominated by cross-shore processes (cross-shore tidal currents and

wind waves), and to describe the morphodynamic feedback mechanisms that underlie

their long-term trends. We explicitly focus on the response of the intertidal system to

constant environmental conditions. Understanding the behavior of such a simplified

system is a first step in predicting the effect of changing boundary conditions and the

consequences of engineering works and sea-level rise for the status of intertidal flats.

The behavior of the intertidal system is investigated by analyzing the evolution of

the bathymetry and the patterns of suspended sediment concentration and bed shear

stresses, as well as the horizontal sediment fluxes, over developing tidal flats. To this

end, we apply a 1-D cross-shore morphodynamic model. In Section 2.2 we will first have

a look at the applied model. The model settings (parameters and boundary conditions)

are summarized in Section 2.3. The results are presented and discussed in Sections 2.4

and 2.5 respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section 2.6.

2.2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

2.2.1. FLOW MODULE

Process-based numerical models provide the framework to study the basic processes

underlying the intertidal flat evolution. For this study, a 1-D cross-shore model has been

developed that computes cross-shore tidal flow and the growth (shoaling) and decay

(dissipation and breaking) of incoming wind waves over a tidal flat, the associated tide-

and wave-induced bed shear stresses, the sediment transport and the induced morpho-

logical changes. By using a cross-shore model, we neglect the effect of the long-shore

current and long-shore sediment transport on the cross-shore profile. The study is there-

fore applicable for wide, gently sloping tidal flats, normally found at locations with a

large supply of fine sediment (Flemming, 2002). The model is however more compre-

hensive than the 1-D cross-shore models used by Roberts et al. (2000) and Pritchard et

al. (2002), because it includes a more detailed description for the effects of wind waves

on the bed shear stress. Furthermore, we do not neglect the dispersion term in the sed-

iment transport equation (Eq.2.4). Actually, our model is quite similar to the one used

by Waeles et al. (2004), although we do not include the effects of nonlinear current and

wave interactions and the presence of biota on the bed shear stress.

The model is forced by a constant external sediment concentration at the boundary,

which is assumed to be independent of the intertidal flat morphodynamics and the gain

or loss of sediment over the tidal flat. This boundary can be formed by a tidal chan-

nel, for instance, or the mouth of a river, in which the sediment concentration is largely

determined by other (larger-scale) processes.

The water depth and cross-shore tidal currents are evaluated in time by the conser-

vation equations for mass and momentum:

∂h

∂t
+
∂uh

∂x
= 0, (2.1)

∂u

∂t
+u

∂u

∂x
=−g

∂ζ

∂x
−

τbc

ρw h
(2.2)
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where h is the water depth, u is the cross-shore flow velocity, ζ is the water level, g

is the acceleration due to gravity, ρw is the density of water and τbc represents the bed

shear stress (i.e. bed-induced friction on the flow). τbc is given by the quadratic drag law:

τbc = ρw Cd u2. (2.3)

in which Cd is a constant drag coefficient (specified in Table 2.1 in Section 2.3), see

Soulsby (1997). The effect of wind on the depth-averaged flow is not calculated. Wind

waves are however included by making an assumption for the height of the incoming

wind waves at the model boundary (see Sec. 2.2.2).

The sediment concentration is described by the advection-dispersion equation:

∂ch

∂t
+
∂uch

∂x
−

∂

∂x

(

K h
∂c

∂x

)

= E −D, (2.4)

where c is the suspended sediment concentration, K is the dispersion coefficient

and E and D are the erosion and deposition fluxes. The erosion and deposition fluxes

are computed by (Ariathurai, 1974; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004):

E = max

[

me

(

τ′
b

τcr
−1

)

,0

]

(2.5)

and

D = c ·ws , (2.6)

where me is the erosion rate coefficient, τ′
b

the total skin friction acting on the grains

(i.e. that part of the total bed shear stress that directly acts on the sediment particles

(Fredsoe and Deigaard, 1992), see Eq.2.7), τcr the critical bed shear stress for erosion and

ws the settling velocity. This description, which does not include a critical bed shear

stress for deposition, implies that erosion and deposition occur simultaneously when

the shear stress exceeds its critical value for erosion (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004).

The total skin friction consists of a tide- and a wave-induced part, which are assumed

to be additive (neglecting nonlinearities due to wave-current interactions, see Soulsby

(2005)):

τ′b = τ′bc +τ′bw . (2.7)

The tide-induced skin friction is derived from the tidal flow velocity (van Rijn, 1993):

τ′bc =
1

8
ρw fc u2, (2.8)

with friction factor

fc = 0.24

(

log

(

12 ·h
2.5 ·d50

))−2

, (2.9)

where d50 is the median sediment diameter. The wave-induced skin friction τ′
bw

is

calculated by Eq.2.19 (Section 2.2.2).
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Bedload transport is not taken into account; we focus on intertidal flats that are com-

posed of fine sediments. For the computation of the flow and sediment transport we ap-

ply a minimum depth of 10cm for the flooding-drying procedure (i.e. at smaller depths

the flow velocity and the sediment transport rates are taken equal to zero). After calcu-

lating the erosion and deposition fluxes, bed level changes are computed from:

dη

d t
=

1

ρdr y
(D −E ) , (2.10)

in which ρdr y is the dry bed density (specified in Table 2.1, Section 2.3). ρdr y is

assumed to be constant in time, i.e. the difference in compaction between freshly de-

posited mud and the older bed is neglected.

For some simulations, a so called ‘morphological factor’ M is used to speed up the

calculation process (Lesser et al., 2004; Roelvink, 2006). To this end, the bed level changes

are multiplied by M at each hydrodynamic time step. Bed level changes over full spring-

neap cycles are then considered; they represent bed level changes over a period of M

spring-neap cycles. This method can only be applied when the bed level changes within

the considered time period (M times the spring-neap period) are so small that they do

not significantly affect the hydrodynamics. The effect of this factor was therefore always

verified at different stages of the simulation by running a similar model with smaller

factors in parallel during certain time intervals. The values for the applied factors are

indicated in Table 2.2 (Section 2.3).

The shallow-water equations were implemented on a staggered grid following Stelling

and Duinmeijer (2003), with the only difference that the flow velocity in the water level

points are approximated by a midpoint scheme (taking the average of the two faces; this

gives a more accurate approximation of the flow velocities near the tidal front, compared

with an upwind scheme).

2.2.2. WAVE MODULE

The wave module calculates the energy gain and loss (by shoaling and dissipation) over

the model domain by the continuity equation for the wave energy flux (Christoffersen,

1985),

dE f

d x
=

d

d x

(

1

8
ρw g H 2cg

)

=−Dw , (2.11)

in which E f is the wave energy, H the wave height, cg the group velocity and Dw the

energy dissipation. cg is given by linear wave theory;

cg =
cw

2

(

1+
2κh

sinh(2κh)

)

, (2.12)

in which cw is the phase velocity:

cw =
√

g

κ
tanh(κh). (2.13)

The wave number κ is related to the water depth and the wave period (see Table 2.1)

via the dispersion relation according to linear wave theory (computed via a numerical

iteration algorithm based on Newton’s method).
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The energy dissipation in the wave boundary layer can be related to the amplitude of

the wave orbital velocity, Uδ, and the ‘energy loss factor’ fe (Justesen, 1988; Fredsoe and

Deigaard, 1992):

Dw =
2

3π
ρw feU 3

δ . (2.14)

Uδ is given by (van Rijn, 1993):

Uδ =
πH

T sinh(κh)
, (2.15)

The energy loss factor can be approximated by the wave friction factor (Justesen,

1988; Fredsoe and Deigaard, 1992), which is calculated by (Swart, 1976):

fw = min

[

exp

(

−6+5.2 ·
(

Aδ

2.5 ·d50

)−0.19)

,0.3

]

, (2.16)

in which Aδ is the amplitude of the wave orbital excursion,

Aδ =
Uδ

ω
, (2.17)

with ω= 2π/T the wave angular velocity.

Furthermore, the change in wave height due to wave-breaking in the surf zone is

taken into account by limiting the wave height H to a fraction fr of the water depth h,

i.e.

H = min
[

H , fr h
]

(2.18)

This criterion is applied after the derivation of the wave height by Eq.2.11. Our results

are produced with fr = 0.7, but the model has been run for different fractions as well,

ranging from 0.5 to 0.8. Although the distribution and the peak value of the wave energy

on the flat are altered significantly by this parameter, this is not relevant for the concepts

that are presented in this chapter.

The wave-induced skin friction is calculated by (van Rijn, 1993):

τ′bw =
1

4
ρw fwU 2

δ , (2.19)

which is related to the wave height and water depth via Eq.2.15. The model does not

account for any extra bed shear stress due to wave breaking induced turbulence. The

continuity equation for the wave energy flux (given by Eqs.2.11 and 2.14) is discretizised

by a simple first order forward difference scheme.

2.3. PARAMETERS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

To run the model, several physical and numerical parameters have to be set (see Table

2.1 for an overview). One of the most uncertain parameters is the horizontal dispersion

coefficient K . Following Ter Brake and Schuttelaars (2010) and van Prooijen and Wang

(2013), we assume K = 100 m2 s−1, in order to empirically represent a number of mixing

processes that cannot be resolved in a 1-D framework. Note that mixing does not only
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occur due to (small-scale) turbulence, but also, for instance, by larger-scale flow patterns

and circulations that result from irregularities in the 2-D bathymetry and geometry (Fis-

cher, 1976; Zimmerman, 1976; Geyer, 1992). As we cannot include any of these underly-

ing processes in a 1-D model, we account for their mixing effect by a dispersion term in

Eq.2.4. The sensitivity to this parameter has been tested by a comparison with results for

K = 1 m2 s−1 (Section 2.4).

Table 2.1: Settings for model parameters

parameter value description

ws 0.2 ·10−3 Settling velocity (ms−1)

me 5 ·10−5 Erosion coefficient (kg m−2s−1)

τcr 0.1 Critical shear stress for erosion (N m−2)

K 100 Dispersion coefficient (m2s−1)

ρdr y 900 Dry bed density (kg m−3)

d50 30 Mean sediment diameter (µm)

T 2 Wave period (s)

H0 0.2 Average wave height at the model boundary (m)

Cd 0.003 Drag coefficient (Soulsby, 1997)

[TM2, HM2] [12.4167, 1.356] M2 tidal constituent [period(hours),amplitude(m)]

[TS2, HS2] [12, 0.6440] S2 tidal constituent [period(hours),amplitude(m)]

d t 40 Time step (s)

d x 200 Grid size (m)

Since the evolution of the Yangtze tidal flats has our particular interest, many of the

other parameters were chosen to correspond with the conditions in the Yangtze Estu-

ary (Hu et al., 2009; Chu et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2012). The sensitivity of the results to a

limited amount of parameter variations has been tested (Section 2.4). Although the val-

ues of the model parameters influence the morphodynamic evolution for a given set of

boundary conditions, they were found to have much less effect on the different types of

solutions that can be found by varying the boundary conditions; our qualitative results

are therefore valid for a rather wide range of parameter values.

Also boundary conditions have to be imposed. At the seaward boundary, the water

level is described by a symmetric spring-neap tidal cycle:

ζ(t) = HM2 ·cos(
2π

TM2
t)+HS2 ·cos(

2π

TS2
t), (2.20)

in which HM2 and TM2 and HS2 and TS2 are the amplitude and period of the M2

and S2 harmonic constituents respectively (Table 2.1). The effect of an asymmetric tidal

variation at the boundary on the equilibrium profile shapes and the long-term trends is

captured by Pritchard et al. (2002). They found that a flood-dominant regime enhances

the tendency of the flat to accumulate sediment and prograde, while an ebb-dominant

regime leads to export of sediment and a retreating flat. Both types of asymmetries fur-

thermore resulted in steeper cross-shore profiles compared with a symmetric tidal varia-

tion. In the current study we describe the dependencies of the state of the flat (stationary,
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Figure 2.2: [Simulation E1, see Table 2.2] Evolution from an initial bathymetry (from the dashed black line,

via the solid colored lines, towards the dotted red line), forced with tidal currents only and without suspended

sediment at the boundary (c0 = 0kg m−3) , plotted for a total time span of 240 years and time intervals of 40

years.

prograding or retreating) on the sediment availability and the wave climate in case of a

symmetric tidal variation. However, the effect of the superharmonic M4 tide for the situ-

ation in the Yangtze Estuary (i.e. for ratio’s between the amplitude of the M4 tide and the

semi-diurnal tide of ≤ 0.2, as found by Chu et al. (2010)), was investigated. The inclusion

of the M4 tide, tested for different phase lags, did not significantly affect our results.

Table 2.2: Simulation codes with boundary conditions and parameter values.

code c0(kg m−3) waves (m) K (m2s−1) ws (ms−1) M

E1 0 no 100 0.2 ·10−3 50

E2 0.15 no 100 0.2 ·10−3 10

E3 0.05 0.2 100 0.2 ·10−3 20

E4 0.3 0.2 100 0.2 ·10−3 20

E5 5 ·10−4 0.2 1 0.2 ·10−3 20

At the same boundary, a constant value is imposed for the sediment concentration

(i.e. tidal variation in the sediment concentration at the boundary is not taken into ac-

count; see Table 2.1 for the imposed values). During ebb tide the boundary concentra-

tion can influence the computation domain through dispersion. The wave height at the

model boundary is set at each time step by a random draw from the Rayleigh distribution

around a constant mean value (Table 2.1). At the landward boundary the flow velocity
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is set equal to zero, representing a closed boundary (sea wall). The reflection of wind

waves at the closed boundary is neglected.

The initial profiles are straight lines. The obtained steady profile shapes are indepen-

dent of the initial shape and slope, but it is important that the initial profile is chosen not

too high and steep (because the top of the intertidal range cannot easily erode once it is

established). Systems with limited available space, on the other hand, will be the focus

of Chapter 5.

2.4. RESULTS

TIDES ONLY - STATIONARY

The response of intertidal flats to a constant sediment concentration at their boundary

is investigated for two different settings of the hydrodynamic forcing: (1) tidal currents

only and (2) tidal currents plus wind waves. Furthermore, the simulations differ in the

sediment concentration at the boundary. Each simulation is given a code as indicated

in the caption of the figures, and an overview of the corresponding boundary conditions

is given in table 2.2. For reasons of convenience, the time intervals and time spans in-

dicated in the captions are rounded values. The exact timestep does always correspond

with a whole number of tidal periods.

We first consider the simulations without wind waves. Figure 2.2 shows a simula-

tion for a sediment concentration of 0 kg m−3 at the boundary. Starting from a linear

profile, the adjustment of the profile slope and shape is rapid in the first decades. After

approximately 200 years, the flat is stable. At this stage, the (real-time) shear stresses on

the profiles do not exceed the critical value for erosion (τcr = 0.1 N m−2, Fig.2.3), so that

there is no sediment transport.

TIDES ONLY - PROGRADATION

Also for a boundary concentration of 0.15 kg m−3, the adjustment of the profile slope

and shape is rapid in the first decades (Fig.2.4). In this case, the intertidal flat evolves

into a state of steady progradation. Roughly three phases can be distinguished in this

simulation, indicated by P1−P3 in Panel B of Fig.2.4:

1. Within the first few decades, the slope and shape adjusts from an initial profile to

a relatively stable shape. Hence the initial erosion of the lower flat, which steepens

the profile before accretion starts to dominate everywhere on the flat.

2. A longer period follows in which accretion is mainly translated into a horizontal

progradation.

3. The shape changes significantly when the intertidal area (above MSL −2m in the

figure) reaches the model boundary. This phase is physically irrelevant, since long-

shore processes (which we neglect) will be dominant if the intertidal flat approaches

the model boundary (note that the boundary represents the conditions in a tidal

channel, see Sec.2.2.1).

The tide-averaged gross erosion and deposition fluxes (Fig.2.5A) have a maximum

at the boundary and decrease towards the top of the flat. The concentration field in
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the intertidal domain does not clearly depend on the distance to the model boundary

(Panel A; note that the deposition is directly proportional to the concentration, Eq.5.2)

and shifts together with the bed during Phase 2. In the closer vicinity of the boundary,

however, the concentration field gets influenced by the decreasing distance.

The sedimentation rates are much smaller than the gross erosion and deposition

fluxes (compare Panel A and B). An exact balance is however not reached: the tide-

averaged sedimentation rates remain of the same order of magnitude throughout the

steady progradation stage. Horizontally, advection is the dominant process over most of

the flat (Fig.2.5C). Both the advection and dispersion fluxes induce a landward sediment

transport, i.e. in the direction down the tide-averaged concentration gradient (compare

Panels A and C).

TIDES & WIND WAVES - RETREAT

Subsequently, we consider the simulations with wind waves. For 0.05kg m−3 at the open

boundary, a long-term erosive state develops (Fig.2.6). The uppermost part of the tidal

range fills up in the very early stage of the evolution (within the first decades), so that a

bank is formed at the top. A stationary equilibrium state is reached eventually, but only

after a large part of the intertidal area is eroded away (see Fig.2.6). During the erosive

stage, the cross-shore shape of the profile (excluding the top), is largely maintained, as

can be seen from the parallel lines in Fig.2.6B. The maintenance in cross-shore shape

implies that the whole intertidal flat, except for the top, retreats landward (henceforth

we will therefore refer to this state as ‘retreating’, despite the fixed position of the bank).

The tide-averaged gross erosion and deposition fluxes have a wave-induced maxi-

mum on the intertidal flat and the peaks shift landward with the migration of the flat

(Fig.2.7 A, i.e. the concentration field in the intertidal domain is independent of the

distance to the boundary). Note that the maximum of the tide-averaged fluxes is de-

termined by a combination of (1) the magnitude of the bed shear stresses during the

period in which a section is underwater (which increases with increasing bed elevation

due to maximum wave-induced bed shear stress in very shallow waters, see Panel A and

C of Fig.2.8) and (2) the period in which the section is underwater (which decreases with

increasing bed elevation).

The net sedimentation rates are small, but do not significantly decrease during the

state of gradual retreat (Panel B of Fig.2.7).

Horizontally, the gross landward advection and dispersion terms are of similar mag-

nitude, but of opposite direction (Fig.2.7C). The tide-averaged dispersion flux is seaward

over almost the entire intertidal flat, indicating that the real-time concentration is (gen-

erally) maximal close to the tidal front (i.e. at every moment in time the concentration

gradient drives a seaward dispersion flux). This is in accordance with Fig.2.8, which

shows sharp peaks in the instantaneous wave-induced bed shear stresses close to the

tidal front (Panels A and C of Fig.2.8) that drive the instantaneous dispersion fluxes (see

Panel E in Fig. 2.8). The tide-averaged advection flux, on the other hand, is landward

over the intertidal area, but seaward on the lower (subtidal) flat. The net transport is

seaward during the period of long-term retreat, indicating a predominance of disper-

sion processes on the intertidal flat. In the stationary equilibrium state, a net horizontal

sediment transport remains over every tidal cycle. Over multiple tidal cycles the net

transport balances out, so that the bed level remains steady in the long run.
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Figure 2.6: [Sim.E3] (A) Evolution from an initial bathymetry (from dashed black, via solid colored, towards

dotted red) in case of tides and wind waves (0.2m) and a suspended sediment concentration at the boundary

of 0.05kg m−3. The total time span is 600 yrs with steps of 40 yrs. In the last 200 years the bathymetry (red

line) did not change any longer. (B) Distance towards the open boundary against time for different bed levels

in the intertidal zone. Straight lines indicate a constant celerity. Parallel lines indicate an uniform celerity.

Convergence or divergence of the lines indicate shape changes. The intertidal flat below the top part shifts

horizontally with a stable cross-shore profile.
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els (Panel A), tide- and wave-

induced bed shear stresses (Pan-
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cycle (during spring tide) on a

profile that is obtained after 80

yrs of morphodynamic evolu-

tion under influence of tidal cur-

rents and wind waves and c0 =
0.05kg m−3, i.e. on the thick
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pare the wave-induced force at
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wave height at the boundary has

been chosen (H0 = 0.2m), in-

stead of the random draw from

the Rayleigh distribution that

has been used for the morphody-

namic calculations.
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TIDES & WIND WAVES - PROGRADATION

For a sediment concentration at the boundary of 0.3 kg m−3, a state of steady prograda-

tion develops within a few decades, see Fig.2.9. The action of wind waves results in local

maxima in the tide-averaged gross erosion and deposition fluxes (and hence in the con-

centration) on the intertidal flat. These shift seaward as the flat progrades (Fig.2.10A).

The maximum concentration is, however, found at the model boundary. In Panel B of

Fig.2.10 we see once more that the sedimentation rates in the prograding state are small

compared with the gross deposition and erosion fluxes, but the differences are persistent

(i.e do not decrease in time). The horizontal sediment transport is mostly dominated by

advection, which induces a landward transport (Fig.2.10C). Dispersion gives a negative

(seaward) contribution over a large part of the intertidal flat. When the intertidal flat

approaches the model boundary closely, the profile steepens and a stationary equilib-

rium state is reached. Due to the proximity to the channel (in which long-shore currents

dominate), the relevance of this state is questionable.

VARIATION OF THE DISPERSION COEFFICIENT

To test the sensitivity of the results to the dispersion coefficient, the experiments were

repeated with K = 1 m2 s−1. Only little sensitivity to such a variation was found for high

boundary concentrations (i.e. boundary concentrations that result in prograding pro-

files for K = 100 m2 s−1). This will be demonstrated and further discussed in Chapter

3.

For lower boundary concentrations (that result in retreat for K = 100m2 s−1), the state

of the flat (progradation or retreat) was found to depend critically on the dispersion co-

efficient. For a concentration of 0.05kg m−3 and a dispersion coefficient of K = 1m2 s−1,

the dispersion flux is negligible. Under influence of a net landward advection flux, a

prograding state is established (opposed to the retreating state in Fig.2.6).

In order to determine the conditions for which a state of long-term retreat is estab-

lished for K = 1 m2 s−1, the boundary concentration was lowered systematically. For a

concentration of C0 = 5 · 10−3 kg m−3, a prograding state is established with a progra-

dation speed of 2 m yr−1. For C0 = 5 ·10−4 kg m−3, a retreating state was found for the

first time, see Fig.2.11. Note that the relative difference between the gross erosion and

deposition flux is very small (they are even indistinguishable in Fig.2.12A). Small net ero-

sion rates and seaward transport, however, remain during the simulation (Fig.2.12C,D);

in the very long run this intertidal flat is found to be erosive. Note furthermore that the

role of the dispersion flux in the horizontal transport over the intertidal area is significant

(Fig.2.12C), despite the low dispersion coefficient. These results show that net seaward

transport within the intertidal domain only occurs via the dominance of the dispersion

flux, even for small dispersion coefficients (in case of a symmetrical tidal variation at

the model boundary). On the sub-tidal flat, where the real-time concentration gradients

are smaller, the transport is totally determined by (net seaward) advection (in case of a

symmetric spring-neap tidal cycle).
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Figure 2.9: [Sim.E4] (A) Evolution from an initial bathymetry (from dashed black, via solid colored, towards

dotted red), under influence of tides and wind waves and c0 = 0.3kg m−3 . The total time span is 280 yrs, with

plotting time steps of 8 yrs. The gray horizontal lines refer to the bed levels of the lines in panel B. (B) Distance

towards the open boundary against time for different bed levels in the intertidal zone. Straight lines indicate

a constant celerity. Parallel lines indicate an uniform celerity. Convergence or divergence of the lines indicate

shape changes. At a relative short time scale, the flat evolves into a prograding system in which the shape and

progradation speed is largely maintained (phase 2).
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Figure 2.11: [Sim.E5] Evolution from an initial bathymetry (from the dashed black line, via the solid colored

lines, towards the dotted red line) in case of tides and waves, a suspended sediment concentration at the

boundary of 5 · 10−4 kg m−3 and a dispersion coefficient of K = 1 m2 s−1. Time steps between two succes-

sive lines is 40 yrs and the total time span is 840 yrs.

2.5. DISCUSSION

2.5.1. HORIZONTAL MIGRATION

Our results show that an equilibrium state is generally not (directly) reached. A station-

ary state can only develop in the following cases:

• Waves are absent and the sediment concentration is zero at the boundary, in which

case the bed shear stresses fall under the critical value for erosion. Such a station-

ary state for C0 = 0 kg m−3 was also found by Pritchard et al. (2002).

• In some cases an equilibrium state is reached eventually after a period of long-

term erosion and the formation of a sharp transition towards the top of the inter-

tidal domain (see Fig. 2.6).

More general, a state of long-term progradation or retreat develops. The steady progra-

dation obtained for a symmetric tide at the boundary and in the absence of wind waves

is in agreement with the findings of Pritchard et al. (2002), Waeles et al. (2004) and Le Hir

et al. (2007). The horizontal migration of intertidal flats in the presence of wind waves

has been produced before by Mariotti and Fagherazzi (2010) and Tambroni and Semi-

nara (2012), while Waeles et al. (2004) noted that it depends on the typical wave regime

whether a flat migrates horizontally or reaches a stationary equilibrium state. The de-

pendency of the state (progradation or retreat) on the sediment supply (in the presence

of wind waves) is in accordance with the studies by Mariotti and Fagherazzi (2010) and

Tambroni and Seminara (2012), that both discuss the importance of the amount of sed-

iment supply in combination with the rate of sea-level rise.
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Figure 2.12: [Sim.E5] Tide-averaged sediment fluxes over the developing flat of Fig.2.11 after 840 yrs of evolu-

tion. (A) Gross deposition and erosion fluxes (these are hardly distinguishable in this plot). (B) Net sedimenta-

tion. (C) Horizontal advection and dispersion fluxes. Landward is defined positive.
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To understand the long-term evolution of intertidal flats and the reason why they do

not (directly) approach a stationary equilibrium state (on the typical timescale at which

the profile shape can adjust), we specify and distinguish the mechanisms which work

in favor of such an equilibrium state from those working against it. For the explanation

that follows, we first consider an initially accretive intertidal system with a constant sed-

iment concentration at the seaward boundary. This implies that there is a net inflow

of sediment and the elevation of the flat is increasing in time. Because the sediment

concentration at the boundary is assumed to be constant, an equilibrium state could be

approached mainly via an increase of the (tide-averaged) erosion over the intertidal flat,

which would reduce the gradient in the seawards-increasing concentration and the net

inflow (via both advection and dispersion) of sediment. Hence, the question is whether

an increase of the elevation of the flat leads to an increase (favoring equilibrium) or a

decrease (resisting equilibrium) of the bed shear stresses on the flat. We will analyze this

‘morphodynamic feedback’ for (1) tidal currents only, and (2) tidal currents plus wind

waves.

Furthermore, in order to understand the stable profile shape of prograding and re-

treating tidal flats, it is necessary to distinguish different sections of the intertidal area

and to consider (1) for each section the ‘local morphodynamic feedback’ (i.e. the effect

of a local bed level change on the local imbalance), as well as (2) the morphodynamic

feedbacks between the different sections (i.e. the feedback between a local bed level

change and the surrounding tidal flat). In our analyses we assume that local imbalances

between the deposition an erosion fluxes are affected (i.e. diminished or intensified) by

the local bed level mainly via the erosion flux. This implies that the effect of a bed level

change on the deposition flux is assumed to be relatively small. Note that the suspended

sediment concentration (to which the deposition flux is linearly related via ws) is deter-

mined by the space-and time-integrated deposition and erosion fluxes. Due to settling

lag and scour lag effects, the local deposition flux depends on the erosion and deposition

rates on the surrounding tidal flat and is therefore assumed to be less controlled by the

local bed level than the local erosion flux.

2.5.2. UNDERLYING FEEDBACKS - TIDES ONLY

We first consider the situation without wind waves. The cross-shore tidal current velocity

on the flat at a certain location and time can be approximated by (Friedrichs and Aubrey,

1996):

u(x) =
1

β

dζ

d t
, (2.21)

where β is the average bed slope from position x towards the position of the tidal

front and ζ(t) the water level (in this derivation assumed to be homogeneous, i.e. uni-

form over the width of the tidal flat).

For a high concentration at the model boundary, net sedimentation will in first in-

stance be most pronounced on the subtidal and lower intertidal flat, closest to the model

boundary (note that the higher flat is too far away to receive sediment directly from the

model boundary). On these sections, maximum currents are found during the maxi-

mum rate of water level variation and can be approximated by (Friedrichs and Aubrey,
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1996; Le Hir et al., 2000):

u(x) =
πR

βTt ide
, (2.22)

where β is now the average bed slope from position x towards the tidal front at mean

sea level, Tt ide the tidal period and R the tidal range. An increase in the bed level on the

subtidal and lower flat would decrease the slope towards the tidal front over the whole

period in which the bed is submerged, including the period of maximum tidal current.

This would increase the tidal flow velocities, shear stresses and the gross erosion flux

over the period in which a section is underwater. This indicates a negative (stabilizing)

feedback loop between the local bed level and the hydrodynamic forces: the erosion and

deposition fluxes approach a local balance. Due to this negative feedback mechanism,

the slopes on the lower tidal flat stabilize within the first decades of the evolution (see

Figs.2.4, 2.6 and 2.9), although an exact balance on the lower flat cannot completely be

reached before the upper intertidal flat is in balance (because the bed shear stresses are

influenced by the upper intertidal flat morphology). At the same time, the increased

erosion rates on the lower flat result in an increase in the sediment supply towards the

higher sections.

As stated above, a rise in the bed level decreases the slope towards the tidal front over

the whole period in which a location is submerged. This effect locally increases the bed

shear stresses. However, on the higher sections of the intertidal area, an additional effect

dominates the local morphodynamic feedback: Above mean sea level, the time deriva-

tive of the water elevation (factor
dζ
d t in Eq.2.21), during the period in which a section

is underwater, decreases with increasing elevation. The most rapid decay of
dζ
d t

occurs

on the highest part of the tidal flat, assuming a sinusoidal water level variation in time.

On the higher flat, an ascending bed level therefore leads to the exclusion of a period

of maximum erosion rates. Hence, a rise in the bed level on this section is expected to

cause a decrease in the erosion rates during the period in which a section is underwater.

This implies that, once the supply towards the upper flat is abundant (and remains con-

stant), there is no mechanism to increase the local erosion rates. As a result, sediment

will accumulate on the upper part of the intertidal profile.

Different sections of the profile do not, however, evolve independently of each other:

sedimentation on the upper intertidal flat increases the slopes from the lower flat to-

wards the top of the flat (i.e. increase β in Eqs.2.21 and 2.22) and hence decreases the

tidal shear stresses on the lower sections: sedimentation on the upper flat will induce

further seaward sedimentation. Because the local feedback loop on the lower flat fa-

vors local equilibrium, the slopes over the lower flat are continuously restored while the

upper flat accretes. In this way, the flat shifts horizontally while the cross-shore shape,

concentration gradients and sediment transport over the flat are conserved: a stationary

balance cannot be established. Fig.2.13 outlines this concept.

Conversely, a state of long-term retreat, in which the flat retreats landward while the

cross-shore shape is maintained, is to be expected in case of an erosive upper flat in

combination with a ‘stable’ lower flat: erosion on the upper intertidal flat would increase

the tidal current velocities, bed shear stresses and erosion rates on the lower sections

and therefore induce a state of long-term retreat (i.e. the opposite of the situation in
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Figure 2.13: Feedback loops on a ‘tide controlled’ flat. The arrows with positive and negative signs indicate

positive and negative influences inbetween the parameters resp. An uneven number of negative influences

within a loop results in a balancing feedback loop, whereas an even number of negative influences within a

loop results in a reinforcing feedback loop. The bed level on the lower flat is controlled by a balancing feedback

loop, i.e. if the depositon flux is initially larger than the erosion flux, i.e. c − ce > 0, net sedimentation occurs

and the bed level rises, resulting in locally larger tidal flow velocities and bed shear stresses, which diminishes

the initial imbalance. The bed level on the higher flat is controlled by a reinforcing feedback loop; an initial

imbalance is amplified, because a rise (decay) in the bed level results in smaller (larger) tidal flow velocities

and smaller (larger) shear stresses on the bed. At the same time, a rising upper flat reduces the tidal flow and

shear stresses on the lower flat (indicated by the arrow with negative sign inbetween the loops), resulting in a

migration of the whole flat.
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the foregoing paragraph). We could however not find such a state in case of tides only.

The tidal flow velocities and shear stresses generally decrease towards the shore, which

favors a net landward sediment transport (see Section 2.5.4).

2.5.3. UNDERLYING FEEDBACKS - TIDES & WIND WAVES

Also in the presence of wind waves, the system generally converges to migrating states

(long-term coastal progradation or retreat). This tendency indicates a persistent imbal-

ance on the upper flat and a general dominance of the cross-shore tidal current on the

lower sections (explaining the horizontal shift). The remaining imbalance on the upper

shore can be explained by the limited dependency of the wave-induced bed shear stress

on the bed level (this dependency is much smaller than that of the cross-shore tidal cur-

rent). Because maximum wave-induced bed shear stresses occur close to the tidal front,

i.e. in very shallow waters (see Fig.2.8), a section within the tidal domain will experience

maximum wave-induced bed shear stresses, independent of the precise bed elevation.

Hence, a strong stabilizing feedback loop between the wave-induced bed shear stress

and the local bed level is not present. Hence, depending on the specific wave climate

and sediment supply, the upper shore is accretive or erosive, resulting in respectively

seaward progradation or landward retreat.

Only after an eventual development of a steep transition towards the top of the in-

tertidal range, could an equilibrium state be found (Fig.2.2). On such a configuration,

the advection flux converges locally in front of the steep transition. When the transi-

tion deepens, the converging flux increases. Hence, a stabilizing feedback loop can be

expected between the height of the steep transition and the local deposition in front of

this transition. If cliff erosion would play a role, however, continuous retreat can be ex-

pected. Mariotti and Fagherazzi (2010) used a finer spatial resolution and included a

formulation for cliff erosion. Their results suggest that the development of a cliff results

in a state of horizontal retreat of the whole profile. This has also been suggested by Zhao

et al. (2017).

2.5.4. PROGRADATION OR RETREAT?
Once a stable profile shape is established, the long-term trend can be determined from

the direction of the net sediment transport (which is maintained during the stage of

steady migration, under the assumption of a constant boundary concentration). Let us

now consider the mechanisms that drive these horizontal fluxes.

The tidal flow velocities generally decrease towards the shore (see Section 2.5.2). In

the absence of wind waves, this determines the real-time concentration gradients. The

real-time dispersion flux, as well as its time-integral, is therefore landward. Decreas-

ing tidal flow velocities and sediment concentrations towards the shore, in combination

with settling and scour lag effects, also favor a net landward advection flux (van Straaten

and Kuenen, 1958). The dominance of the landward advection flux (over the seaward ad-

vection flux during ebb) is further enhanced by a larger settling lag in deep water than in

shallow water. Note that the sediment that is eroded on the lower flat, typically in larger

water depths, stays in the water column for a longer time than sediment that is eroded

on the (upper) intertidal flat (in shallower waters). Hence, it travels longer horizontal

distances before it settles again. Also see the discussion on the effects of settling and
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scour lag provided by Pritchard et al. (2003).

In the presence of wind waves, on the other hand, maximum bed shear stresses and

erosion rates occur on the intertidal flat. Because at each moment in time the maxi-

mum bed shear stresses occur close to the tidal front (where water depths are small, see

Fig.2.8), a real-time concentration gradient is generated, which effectively drives a sea-

ward dispersion flux of the eroded sediment (see Fig.2.8 for the real-time and Figs.2.7

and 2.10 for the tide-averaged wave-induced dispersion flux). The wave-induced con-

centration peaks on the intertidal flat will also enhance the advection flux during ebb

and could alter the direction of the net advection flux. However, because the concen-

tration peaks occur in very shallow water, the sediment settles fast again after erosion

(i.e. the depth-induced tidal asymmetry is still in favor of a net landward advection

flux). Note that our results indicate a generally landward advection flux over the inter-

tidal area, even in the presence of wind waves and concentration peaks on the intertidal

flat (Figs.2.7, 2.10 and 2.12). States of steady retreat are then associated with a dominant

seaward dispersion flux over the intertidal flat (Figs.2.7 and 2.12). In case of an ebb-

dominant tidal asymmetry at the model boundary, however, a net seaward advection

flux would be feasible and the dispersion flux could be less relevant.

2.5.5. TECHNICAL IMPLICATIONS

The influence of the upper intertidal flat morphology on the tide-induced bed shear

stresses on the lower intertidal flat implies that the progradation speed of the flat can

be influenced by engineering activities on the upper tidal flat. Artificial measures that

favor deposition on the upper tidal flat, such as placing wave-breakers or extra vege-

tation, would also affect the deeper parts and increase the progradation speed of the

whole flat. Based on our model results, one could furthermore expect that the construc-

tion of a sea dike on the higher flat would decrease the cross-shore tidal flow velocities

on the lower sections and induce further seaward sedimentation (i.e. favor coastal ex-

pansion). It should however be mentioned that the inclusion of additional processes

in the model could alter the dominant feedback mechanisms. In case of a large veg-

etation cover, biomorphodynamic feedbacks will play an important role (Mariotti and

Fagherazzi, 2010; Zhao et al., 2017). These, and the effects of wave reflection, should be

included for determining the effect of a sea dike (which would influence the salt marsh

dynamics).

2.6. CONCLUSIONS

This study confirms that intertidal systems that are controlled by cross-shore tidal cur-

rents, or a combination of cross-shore tidal currents and wind waves, generally converge

to horizontally migrating ‘steady states’, in which the cross-shore profile is maintained,

as shown before by Pritchard et al. (2002).

The occurrence of these states is explained by the feedback mechanisms between

the hydrodynamic forces and the intertidal flat morphology. A negative feedback loop

tends to stabilize the profile slope and shape within the first decades of the evolution.

However, this stabilizing feedback loop falls short on the upper flat.

If tidal currents act alone, the upper part of the profile is found to be accretive. This
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can be explained by the sharp decrease in the hydrodynamic forces towards this section

and a strong effect of tidal asymmetry. The net accretion on this section influences the

balances on the lower sections and drives the long-term horizontal migration.

Also in the presence of wind waves, the system generally converges to migrating

states (long-term coastal progradation or retreat). This tendency indicates a persistent

imbalance on the upper flat and a general dominance of the cross-shore tidal current on

the lower sections (explaining the horizontal shift). Because maximum wave-induced

bed shear stresses occur close to the tidal front, i.e. in very shallow waters (see Fig.2.8),

any section within the intertidal domain will experience maximum wave-induced bed

shear stresses, independent of the precise bed elevation. Hence, a strong (stabilizing)

feedback loop between the wave-induced bed shear stress and the local bed level is not

present. Depending on the specific wave climate and sediment supply, the upper shore

is accretive or erosive, resulting in respectively seaward progradation or landward re-

treat.

The kind of steady states that can be approached is characteristic for the underlying

hydrodynamic forces and the morphodynamic feedback mechanisms. Our results only

describe the behavior of wide flats that are dominated by cross-shore tidal currents and

wind waves. This work can be seen as supplementary to the work of Fagherazzi et al.

(2006), for instance, which describes the internal feedbacks on intertidal platforms that

are controlled by locally generated wind waves only. These systems were found to con-

verge to stationary equilibrium states. In both cases, the local morphodynamic feedback

loops reveal the long-term evolution of the intertidal flat.
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3
A LAGRANGIAN FRAMEWORK TO

DESCRIBE HORIZONTALLY

MIGRATING FLATS

To treat unbalanced systems with a one-dimensional numerical model, we propose a mov-

ing (Lagrangian) framework in which a stable cross-sectional profile and a progradation

speed can be derived for prograding tidal flats. We study the dependency of the profile

and progradation speed on the wave climate, the sediment concentration in their adja-

cent waters, the dispersion coefficient, the settling velocity and the erosion parameter. It

is shown that the cross-sectional shape does not only depend on the hydrodynamic forces,

but also on the sediment availability, and is related to the progradation speed of the flat.

In turn, the progradation speed increases with increasing sediment availability via a rela-

tionship that is stronger than linear. Wind waves and dispersion, on the other hand, lead

to lower progradation speeds. Further, it has been shown that a larger settling velocity and

a smaller erosion parameter results in a gentler slope, a larger progradation speed and a

lower maximum elevation of the flat.

3.1. INTRODUCTION

Having described the feedback loops that underly the state of steady horizontal migra-

tion in the previous chapter, we will here further investigate the influence of the sed-

iment concentration at the boundary on the cross-sectional profile and progradation

speed of intertidal flats. Also the influence of model parameters will be investigated. For

deriving the stable profile shapes and velocities of migrating intertidal flats as a function

of hydrodynamic forcing and sediment supply, we found that it is convenient to express

the model in a Lagrangian reference frame, so that the boundary conditions determine

one single steady state (desribed by a steady profile shape and migration velocity). Note

Parts of this chapter have been published in Journal of Geophysical Research 120, 11 (2406) (Maan et al., 2015)
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that this approach is motivated by the observation that the concentration field inside

the intertidal domain is invariant to the continuous horizontal shift of the flat. It is (ap-

proximately) conserved while the flat steadily progrades seaward, i.e. towards the model

boundary (see Chapter 2). The proposed method is incorporated in a purely morpho-

dynamic model and does not require any pre-assumptions on the equilibrium profile

shapes (consider Wolinsky (2009) for a discussion about morphokinematic models of

shoreline migration).

3.2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

We apply the following stategy to make the translation into the Lagrangian reference

frame: we assign the boundary conditions (tidal range, wave climate and sediment con-

centration) to an arbitrary bed level somewhere below the intertidal area. Defining the

bed level at the boundary implies that the net sedimentation in the first grid cell is as-

sumed to be completely captured by a horizontal movement of the coastline. The net

sedimentation defines a migration velocity, which in turn defines a Lagrangian reference

frame with spatial coordinate x′ = x + v · t (see Fig.3.1). The equations for the hydro-

dynamics, sediment transport and bed level changes are reformulated in this reference

frame.
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Figure 3.1: A stable bathymetry inside the Lagrangian reference frame for a prograding flat, indicated by the

colored accentuated area at time t and by the green area at time t +d t . ζ(x′, t ) is the water level, η(x′) is the

bed level and h(x′, t ) the water depth. Note that a negative velocity is assigned to seaward progradation.

The conservation equations of (water) mass, momentum and sediment in the La-

grangian reference frame contain an extra term, which couples the time derivatives in

the stationary frame to the time derivatives in the moving system. This term has the

same form as the flow-advection term. Since the flow velocities of the water (u, in the

order of m s−1) are naturally much larger than the progradation speed of the coastline (v ,

in the order of m yr−1), the extra term can be neglected (i.e. the quasi-steady approach).
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Equation 2.1 becomes:
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Equation 2.2 becomes:
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Equation 2.4 becomes:
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In the Lagrangian reference frame, we can thus use the conventional conservation

equations for mass, momentum and sediment (Eqs.2.1, 2.2 and 2.4). The only equation

that significantly changes is the equation for the evolution of the bathymetry. In a mov-

ing reference frame, the time derivative of the bathymetry reads:

dη

d t
=

∂η

∂t
+

∂η

∂x′
∂x′

∂t
. (3.4)

Using
∂η
∂t = 1

ρdr y
(D −E ) and ∂x′

∂t = v , the horizontal migration velocity of the coastline, we

find:
dη

d t
=

1

ρdr y
(D −E )+ v

∂η

∂x′ (3.5)

The profile shape is stable if:

1

ρdr y

(

D −E
)

+ v
∂η

∂x′ = 0, (3.6)

in which the bars indicate tidal averages. In this ‘Lagrangian balance’, net sedimen-

tation is balanced by the velocity term in such a way that the cross-shore shape is main-

tained while the profile migrates. This implies that the net sedimentation is linearly pro-

portional to the local slope of the profile; the steeper the slope, the more sedimenta-

tion (per surface area) is required for the same horizontal progradation (indicated by a

thicker green non-accentuated layer in Fig.3.1). Note that in this formulation accretion

dominance corresponds with a negative (seaward) velocity of the coastline (in case of
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a positive bed-level gradient), whereas erosion dominance corresponds with a positive

(landward) velocity term (see Eq.3.6).

The migration velocity follows directly from the assumption of a constant bed level

in the first grid cell and is defined by:

v =−

(

D −E
)

ρdr y

(

∂η
∂x′

) |x′=0 (3.7)
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the model in the Lagrangian framework, consisting of a conventional

(Eulerian) part and an extra part in which the progradation velocity is calculated and used to update the

bathymetry in the Lagrangian reference frame.

Fig.3.2 shows a schematic representation of the model in the Lagrangian framework.

The performance of the model in the Lagrangian framework has been tested by an elab-

orate comparison with the stable prograding profile shapes and migration velocities as

obtained in the Eulerian framework. The results were found to be identical (see Fig. 3.3,

Panel B).

Because purely retreating profiles were not found in the Eulerian framework (due to

the low hydrodynamic forces on the uppermost section of the intertidal area and the ex-

clusion of cliff erosion), we apply the Lagrangian model only to derive seaward prograd-
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Table 3.1: Simulation codes with boundary conditions and parameter values.

code c0(kg m−3) waves (m) K (m2s−1) ws(ms−1) me (kg m−2s−1) M

Lg 1 0.01 no 100 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 5

Lg 2 0.1 no 100 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 5

Lg 3 0.2 no 100 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 5

Lg 4 0.3 no 100 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 5

Lg 5 0.1 0.2 100 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 10

Lg 6 0.2 0.2 100 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 10

Lg 7 0.3 0.2 100 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 10

Lg 8 0.4 0.2 100 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 5

Lg 9 0.1 0.2 1 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 1

Lg 10 0.2 0.2 1 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 1

Lg 11 0.3 0.2 1 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 1

Lg 12 0.4 0.2 1 0.2 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 1

Lg 13 0.1 0.2 100 0.5 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 1

Lg 14 0.2 0.2 100 0.5 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 1

Lg 15 0.3 0.2 100 0.5 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 1

Lg 16 0.4 0.2 100 0.5 ·10−3 5 ·10−5 1

Lg 17 0.1 0.2 100 0.2 ·10−3 2.5 ·10−5 1

Lg 18 0.2 0.2 100 0.2 ·10−3 2.5 ·10−5 1

Lg 19 0.3 0.2 100 0.2 ·10−3 2.5 ·10−5 1

Lg 20 0.4 0.2 100 0.2 ·10−3 2.5 ·10−5 1

ing profiles. Note that in principle the same method could be applied to derive retreating

profiles as well, but it would require an additional formulation for cliff erosion.

3.3. PARAMETERS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The model parameters are chosen the same as in Chapter 2 and summarized in Table 2.1.

The shape and velocity of the obtained profiles are sensitive to the choice of the model

parameters. Yet, our qualitative results about the way in which the sediment supply in-

fluences the profile shape and the progradation velocity do not depend on the model

parameters. The boundary conditions are assigned to an elevation of 1 m below lowest

tide (i.e. MSL −3 m). A constant value is imposed for the sediment concentration at the

seaward boundary. The water level variation and wave height at the seaward boundary

are imposed in the same way as in Chapter 2. Extra boundary conditions are required

for the slopes in Eqs.3.5 and 3.7: The slope at the most landward cell is assumed to be

zero and the slope at the most seaward grid cell is assumed to be equal to that of its only

neighbor. In order to fix the position of the landward boundary (i.e. an imaginary sea

dike) in the Lagrangian reference frame, the length of the last (most landward) grid cell

increases with the progradation of the coastline.

As in the previous section, the initial profile is a straight line. When starting from a

gentle slope, the first grid cell would be erosive. This results in an initially increasing bed

level in the model domain via the last term in Eq.3.5, which steepens the profile slope
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(while the bed level in the first grid cell remains unchanged). If a peak in the profile is

formed seaward of the most landward cell, the area landward of the maximum bed ele-

vation is omitted from the calculation and its bed level is taken equal to the peak value.

Note that this section, which is shielded from the sediment supply and hydrodynamic

forces, is not part of the migrating coastline (it will stay behind while the part seaward of

the top migrates, or it fills up by aeolian transport) and should be omitted because term

2 in Eq.3.5 keeps acting also if erosion and deposition do not occur any longer.

3.3.1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effects of the boundary concentration and model parameters on the steady progra-

dation speed and profile shape of the intertidal flats are investigated for (1) tidal currents

only and (2) tidal currents plus wind waves. Each simulation is given a code as indicated

in the caption of the figures, and an overview of the corresponding boundary conditions

is given in table 3.1.

The results show that an increase in the sediment concentration at the model bound-

ary results in gentler slopes and an increase in the progradation speed (Fig.3.3A,B). In

Chapter 2 we have seen that the local morphodynamic feedback loop is of a stabiliz-

ing type on the lower and intermediate flat, so that local balances between deposition

and erosion are approached. Hence, the slopes (affecting tidal erosion) are adjusted via

an increase or decrease of the bed levels, until the vertical fluxes are (approximately)

in balance (Chapter 2). A higher suspended sediment concentration at the boundary

hereby results in a gentler slope towards MSL (Fig.3.3), corresponding with larger tidal

currents and tide-induced erosion rates (see Fig.3.3, Panels C and D), see also Pritchard

et al. (2003). Larger tidal flow velocities correspond with larger landward sediment ad-

vection fluxes and more accretion on the upper flat, which is reflected by larger progra-

dation speeds (Fig.3.3A,B)A,B). Fig.4.4 indicates that the relationship between the sus-

pended sediment concentration at the boundary and the progradation speed of the flats

is stronger than linear, which will be further discussed in the next chapter.

Adding wind waves to the system (while maintaining the sediment concentration at

the boundary), results in steeper profiles on the upper intertidal flat (Figure.3.3B) and

in smaller progradation speeds (see Fig.3.3A&B and Fig.4.4). Under influence of wind

waves, the bed shear stresses of the upper shore are larger, resulting in smaller net sedi-

mentation rates and a lower progradation speed.

Whereas the tidal erosion increases with an increasing boundary concentration (via

the establishment of a local balance, see above), the wave erosion decreases with an

increasing boundary concentration (under assumption of a constant wave climate, see

Fig.3.3D). For sediment concentrations of 0.1g L−1, 0.2g L−1 and 0.3g L−1 at the bound-

ary, the progradation speed is affected (by 20cm wind waves) with 32, 25 and 20 myr−1

respectively (see Fig.3.3), i.e. the impact decreases with an increasing boundary con-

centration (see Fig.3.3). This can be explained by the effect of the morphology on the

wave dissipation: on a gentler slope, wave-induced bed friction dissipates more energy,

so that the wave height is already reduced before the waves reach the elevation of maxi-

mum impact (note, however, that the amount of dissipation and the importance of this

effect depends on the wave friction parameter). The dependency of the wave-impact on

the suspended sediment concentration at the boundary is, however, much smaller than
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Figure 3.3: (Above) Lagrangian equilibrium profiles and progradation speeds for different concentrations of

suspended sediment at the boundary. (A)[Sim.Lg 1−Lg 4 in Table 3.1] Profiles for tides only. (B) [Sims.E4 in

Table 2.2 & Lg 5−Lg 8 in Table 3.1] Profiles for tides and wind waves (solid lines with markers). The dotted

lines are copies from panel A. The dark green dashed line is a profile obtained in an Eulerian framework for

c0 = 0.3kg m−3, i.e. a copy from Fig.2.9 after 80 yrs of evolution. (Below) Tide-averages of the dimensionless

erosion over the Lagrangian equilibrium profiles. (C) Tide-averages of the dimensionless erosion over the

profiles in Panel A. (D) Tide-averages of the dimensionless erosion (total, tide-induced and wave-induced) on

the profiles in Panel B. (C,D) The values were made dimensionless by Ê = 1
me

E so that they are comparable

with the dimensionless concentration ĉ = ws
me

c (divide the values by 4 to obtain concentrations in kg m−3 and

divide by 20 to obtain erosion rates in g m−2 s−2). In panel D, the wave- and tide-induced erosion are roughly

estimated by the time integrals of EW = max

[

me

(

τ′
bw
τcr

−1

)

,0

]

and ET = max

[

me

(

τ′
bc

τcr
−1

)

,0

]

respectively,

and their sum is slightly less than the total erosion rate.
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Figure 3.4: (A)[Sim.Lg 9−Lg 12 in Table 3.1] Lagrangian equilibrium profiles and progradation speeds for K =
1m2s−1, under influence of tides and wind waves. The dotted lines are copies from Fig.3.3B, i.e. for K =
100m2 s−1. (B) [Sim. Lg 13−Lg 16 in table 3.1] Lagrangian equilibrium profiles and progradation speeds for

ws = 0.5 ·10−3 ms−1, under influence of tides and wind waves. The dotted lines are copies from Fig.3.3B, i.e.

for ws = 0.2 ·10−3 ms−1. (C) [Sim. Lg 17−Lg 20 in table 3.1] Lagrangian equilibrium profiles and progradation

speeds for me = 2.5 · 10−5 kg m−2 s−1, under influence of tides and wind waves. The dotted lines are copies

from Fig.3.3B, i.e. for me = 5 ·10−5 kg m−2s−1.
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the dependency of the tide-induced erosion on the boundary concentration.
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Figure 3.5: [Sim.Lg 1−Lg 16 in Table 3.1] Lagrangian progradation speeds of the profiles in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4

plotted against the sediment concentration at the model boundary and fitted for v = a ∗ c1.5. K = 100m2 s−1

and ws = 0.2 ·10−3 ms−1, unless specified differently.

The simulations in Fig.3.3B are repeated for a few different parameter settings (Fig.3.4).

The profile slopes and shapes are not very sensitive to a variation of the dispersion co-

efficient K (comparison Fig.3.4A and 3.3B), but the progradation speeds are sensitive to

such a variation (comparison of the squares and the rhombi in Fig.4.4). The seaward dis-

persion flux, driven by sharp concentration gradients at the tidal fronts (see Chapter 2),

is intensified by an increase in the dispersion coefficient, resulting in lower progradation

speeds. This effect is most pronounced for low boundary concentrations.

The results are also sensitive to variations of the settling velocity and the erosion

coefficient. An increase in the settling velocity results in larger gross deposition fluxes

at the boundary, which are balanced by larger gross erosion fluxes. Hence, the slopes

get gentler (so that the tidal flow velocities increase) with an increasing settling velocity

(Fig.3.4B). In a similar fashion, also the effect of the erosion coefficient can be explained:

if the erodibility is lower, higher tidal flow velocities and gentler slopes are needed to

balance the deposition flux at the boundary. The increase in the tide-induced erosion

rates results in a larger landward sediment advection flux and more accretion on the

upper part, which is reflected by larger progradation velocities. Furthermore, the max-

imum elevation decreases with an increasing settling velocity and a decreasing erosion

coefficient (Fig.3.4B&C). This can be explained by an increasing friction on the flow with
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decreasing cross-sectional slopes. On a gentler flat, the tidal flow experiences more re-

sistance of the bed and the flow velocities fall to zero at lower elevations.

Despite these dependencies on model parameters, the tendency to evolve into states

of steady migration, with a steady profile shape and migration speed, is not influenced

by the considered variations of the parameter values.

3.4. CONCLUSIONS

A one-dimensional cross-shore model was expressed in a Lagrangian framework to study

the cross-sectional profiles and progradation speeds of prograding tidal flats. The per-

formance of the model was validated against results obtained in an Eulerian framework.

It has been shown that the cross-sectional shape does not only depend on the hydro-

dynamic forces, but also on the sediment availability, and is related to the progradation

speed of the flat. For a sufficiently high boundary concentration, we find convex-upward

profiles, despite the dominance of wind waves on the upper shore. The progradation

speed increases with increasing sediment availability with a relationship that is stronger

than linear. Both, wind waves and dispersion processes, on the other hand, lead to lower

progradation speeds. Further, it has been shown that a higher settling velocity or a lower

erodability results in a gentler slope, a larger progradation speed and a lower maximum

elevation of the flat. The tendency to evolve into states of steady migration, with a steady

profile shape and migration speed, is not influenced by the considered variations in driv-

ing factors and model parameters.
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4
PROGRADATION SPEED OF TIDAL

FLATS DECREASES NON-LINEARLY

WITH DECREASING SEDIMENT

AVAILABILITY AND LINEARLY WITH

SLR

We use the results of a one-dimensional morphodynamic model and the basis of the ‘La-

grangian equilibrium state’ [Maan et al., 2015, https://doi.org/10.1002/2014JF003311] to

derive a quantitative relationship between the progradation speed of tidal flats, and the

suspended sediment concentration in their adjacent waters and show that the speed in-

creases more than linearly with the concentration. We also show that horizontally pro-

grading flats rise vertically with sea level rise (SLR) at the expense of their horizontal speed

via a linear relationship. If accretion rates are insufficient to keep up with SLR, however,

the intertidal flat submerges and retreats landward at the same time. We apply the ob-

tained relationships to the Yangtze Estuary to estimate the critical sediment concentration

level below which a shift from progradation to retreat can be expected.

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Many of our biggest cities worldwide are situated in deltas. These low-lying coastal areas

are extremely vulnerable to climate change and accelerated sea level rise (SLR) (Syvitski

et al., 2009). In meantime, human activities can weaken our coastal defense, especially

if dams on the upstream river reduce the sediment supply to the estuary (Syvitski et al.,

2007, 2009). Decreasing sediment availability, in combination with sea level rise and

This chapter have been published in Geophysical Research Letters 45, https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL079933

(Maan et al., 2018a)
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human fixation of the coastline, strongly impacts the intertidal environment and results

in losses of these areas. Loss of coastal wetlands further increases the vulnerability to

extreme events and sea level rise, hence undermining the coastal defense. Therefore it

is important to understand the dynamics of these intertidal wetlands, their response to

sea level rise, and to different types of human activities. The better we understand the

processes that underlie the evolution of the intertidal system, the more effectively we can

manipulate the system, to stimulate its rise and maintain its elevation relative to mean

sea level (MSL).

In this paper we consider the intertidal mudflats at the Yangtze Estuary as examples

of intertidal systems at the front of large river mouths. The Yangtze River is one of the

biggest rivers in the world in terms of length, discharge and sediment load (Figure 4.1).

With half a billion people living in the Yangtze River Basin, it is also one of the most

populated and most heavily impacted (Chen et al., 2017). The sediment supplied by the

Yangtze River resulted in the development of large coastal wetlands in its estuary, which

are important ecosystems. The expanding intertidal flats also provided plentiful new

land; two-thirds of Shanghai was reclaimed from tidal wetlands in the past 2000 years. In

the last few decades, however, the progradation of tidal flats in the estuary slowed down

significantly, and there is serious concern that the system is changing into an eroding

regime (Yafeng et al., 2000; S.L. Yang et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2015; Luan

et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2017; Luan et al., 2017).

The changes in the Yangtze Estuary are the effect of human activities inside the coastal

system, including land reclamation (Vriend et al. 2011, 2011; Ma et al., 2014; Chen et al.,

2016), the construction and deepening of navigation channels (Vriend et al. 2011, 2011),

and the construction of numerous dams on the Yangtze River. The Three Gorges Dam,

presently world’s largest dam, has particular major consequences for the estuary. The

dam blocks most of the sediment in the river from reaching the estuary (Z. Yang et al.,

2006; Yang et al., 2007). As a consequence, the supply of suspended sediment by the river

declined tremendously. At Datong Hydrological Station, located in the lower reaches of

the river, the yearly averaged sediment concentration declined from 0.6g L−1 to 0.15g L−1

within the last decade (Yang et al., 2015), i.e. a reduction of 75%.

The decrease in sediment supply by the river resulted in a decrease in the suspended

sediment concentration (SSC) inside the estuary, although local sediment resuspension

in the estuary partly masks the big change in the supply (Li et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2015).

Based on long-term observations of suspended sediment discharge and morphological

data, Yang et al. (2003a) estimated the critical sediment discharge for the conversion to

be 260−270M t/yr versus ∼ 120M t/yr that is currently measured (Li et al., 2012). Luo

et al. (2017) hypothesized that the Yangtze Estuary has already converted to an erosive

regime, while Luan et al. (2016) projected overall erosion by 2030 for different scenarios

of sediment discharge and sea level rise. Overall erosion or retreat of the intertidal flats

in the estuary, however, is not yet apparent (Li et al., 2014; Wei et al., 2015).

In previous studies, numerical models have been applied to simulate prograding

open coast mudflats that are dominated by transverse tidal currents and wind waves

(Pritchard et al., 2002, 2003; Waeles et al., 2004; Mariotti and Fagherazzi, 2010; Tambroni

and Seminara, 2012; Maan et al., 2015). These studies indicate relationships between

the suspended sediment concentration in the deeper waters (where longitudinal cur-
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Figure 4.1: Suspended sediment in the Yangtze Estuary. Image by NASA.

rents dominate) and the transverse profile slope and progradation velocity of the flats

Pritchard et al. (2003); Liu et al. (2011); Friedrichs (2011), see Figure 4.2 for an orientation

on the considered domain. However, a quantitative relationship between the suspended

sediment concentration and the progradation speed has not yet been developed. In this

contribution we use the basis of the ‘Lagrangian equilibrium state’ (Maan et al., 2015), to

derive quantitative relationships between the progradation speed, the suspended sedi-

ment concentration in the adjacent waters, wave-induced erosion, and sea level rise. By

these relationships, a critical sediment concentration level can be derived below which

the intertidal system shifts from progradation to retreat. We estimate the critical sed-

iment concentration for the Yangtze Estuary, taking into account the projected rate of

sea level rise by the year 2100. Our relationships are applicable to prograding flats in

general and can be applied in other river mouth areas as well.
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4.2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEDIMENT AVAILABILITY AND COASTAL

PROGRADATION SPEED

4.2.1. TIDES ONLY

From the principle of conservation of sediments it follows that the transverse (perpen-

dicular to the isobaths) progradation speed of a prograding intertidal flat is given by the

net landward sediment transport (i.e. advection plus dispersion, integrated over a tide)

divided by the vertical distance between the bed (at the location at which the transport

rate is considered) and the top of the tidal flat, see Figure 4.2.

vdt

 v

vdt
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Net sediment 
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  transverse  transverse
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Figure 4.2: (a) Conceptual sketch of the domain declaring the longitudinal (parallel to the isobaths) and trans-

verse (perpendicular to the isobaths) directions. (b) The principle of conservation of sediments on a pro-

grading intertidal flat. The net landward sediment flux (green arrow) is equal to the amount of net deposited

sediment, hence: v T Hρ =
∫T

0 h(t )u(t )c(t )d t . Because the celerity is uniform, this constraint also holds per

(unit) layer d H . Taking H = a − z and h(t ) = η(t ) − z and differentiate with respect to z gives Eq.4.1.

Because the flat progrades with a uniform celerity (i.e. a conserved cross-sectional

shape), the net sediment flux needs to be distributed uniformly over the vertical cross-

section. This consideration yields the following equation that is valid at any location on

the flat, if we neglect the dispersion flux:

v Tρ =
∫T

0
u(t)c(t)d t (4.1)

where v is the progradation velocity (in m/s), ρ is the dry bed density and T is the

tidal period. u(t) and c(t) are the flow velocity and the suspended sediment concentra-

tion respectively.

On much of the tidal flat, the net sediment advection flux contains a landward flood

term and a seaward ebb term. However, at the top of the tidal flat, the tidal current ve-

locities fall considerably (van Straaten and Kuenen, 1958; Maan et al., 2015), see also

Figure 4.3. At the ‘top’ (see Fig. 4.3) the seaward ebb term becomes negligible relative to

the landward flood term (hence, the net flux is locally approximately equal to the flood

term). Figure 4.3 shows that the maximum flow velocity during flood tide falls smoothly

(almost linearly) over the rest of the flat. Following these findings, we here presume that
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the net flux and progradation velocity are proportional to the maximum transverse ad-

vection flux at the boundary (the boundary is formed by a channel in which the longitu-

dinal current controls the suspended sediment concentration levels, see Fig.4.2), hence:

v = b
Ttop

T

cbU

ρ
, (4.2)

with cb and U respectively the sediment concentration and the peak velocity at the

boundary. b is the ratio between the maximum landward advection flux at the ‘top’ and

that at the open boundary (Figure 4.2). Ttop is the period during which (maximum) ad-

vection rates occur at the top of the flat (i.e. a small fraction of T ). b and Ttop are pre-

sumed to be independent of the suspended sediment concentration and the bed level at

the boundary.

The bed shear stress and erosion flux can be related to the peak velocity by the quadratic

drag law. From this relationship it follows that:

U ∝

√

∫

E d t . (4.3)
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Figure 4.3: Simulated maximum tidal flow velocities during flood tide (red lines) and relative net sedimentation

rates (black lines, i.e. the net vertical flux divided by the gross deposition flux) on a steadily prograding inter-

tidal flat (i.e. after a spin-up) for different (constant) sediment concentrations at the open boundary (at MSL

-3m). In the steadily prograding state, balances are most precise at the open boundary and are increasingly

disturbed towards the top of the flat. We here define the ‘top of the flat’ as the elevation just before the flow ve-

locity becomes zero (for the different simulations this occurs within the green marked domain). The numerical

model is based on the conservation equations for mass and momentum (capturing the hydrodynamics) and

the advection-dispersion equation (capturing the dynamics of the concentration field) and further explained

in Maan et al. (2015).

Subsequently, the erosion flux can be coupled to the sediment concentration via the

approximation of a local balance at the boundary. Note that the balances between the

vertical fluxes are most precise at the open boundary and are increasingly disturbed to-

wards the top of the flat, see Figure 4.3. Thus:

∫

E d t ≈
∫

Dd t = cb ws T, (4.4)
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Figure 4.4: Simulated steady progradation speeds of intertidal flats versus the SSC in the adjacent waters (see

Maan et al. (2015) for a description of the model). Data set 1 (black circles) is for tidal currents only, while

the other data sets include 20cm wind waves. Run 2 (blue squares) and run 3 (red triangles) differ in the fall

velocity. ws = 0.2 ·10−3 ms−1 for set 2 and ws = 0.5 ·10−3 ms−1 for set 3. Run 2 and Run 4 (green stars) differ

in the dispersion coefficient K . K = 100m2 s−2 for set 2 and K = 1m2s−2 for set 4. Every data set is fitted for

one free parameter in the indicated function. Coefficient a in the second fit is obtained from the first fit, while

coefficient R in the third is obtained from the second fit, i.e. it is assumed that the presence of waves does not

affect a, and that ws does not affect the wave-related R term. For set 4 (K = 1m2s−2) the data could be fitted

without R .
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and hence:

v ∝ cb

√

∫

E d t ∝ cb
p

cb ws ∝ c1.5
b . (4.5)

The propagation speed thus scales with the boundary concentration to the power

1.5. This relationship is used to fit the results of the one-dimensional model described

in Maan et al. (2015), see the solid black line in Figure 4.4 (the colored data sets repre-

sent simulations including wind waves and are further explained in Section 4.2.2). Note,

however, that another relationship between the flow velocity and the erosion flux would

result in a different power of cb . Most generally we state a relationship that is stronger

than linear:

v ∝ c
1+ 1

n

b
, (4.6)

with n the power between U and E . However, for the derivations in the rest of the

paper we adopt the relationship in Eq.4.5.

The progradation speed can also be expressed in terms of the cross-sectional slope

on the lower intertidal flat. From Eqns. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, and taking (Friedrichs & Aubrey,

1996; Le Hir, 2000):

U ∝
2πa

βT
, (4.7)

with a the tidal amplitude and β the average slope from the boundary towards the

tidal front at mean sea level, it follows that:

v ∝U 3 ∝
1

β3
. (4.8)

Combining Eqns. 4.5 & 4.8 gives furthermore:

cb ∝
1

β2
. (4.9)

However, the proportionallities in Equations 4.8 and 4.9 are less accurate than that in

Eq. 4.5, see Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 shows that an extra term is needed to fit the data. This

can be explained by the critical bed shear stress for erosion, which complicates the re-

lationship between the erosion and the flow velocity (compared with the approximation

in Eq.4.3). More accurate versions of Eqns. 4.8 and 4.9 would be:

v ∝
1

β3
−

1

β0
3

, (4.10)

and

cb ∝
1

β2
−

1

β0
2

, (4.11)
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Figure 4.5: (a) Relationship between the cross-sectional slope on the lower tidal flat and the SSC in the adjacent

waters (with the tidal currents as only driving factor, see Maan et al. (2015) for a description of the model). (b)

Relationship between the slope and the progradation speed.

with β0 the equilibrium slope in case of zero suspended sediment at the boundary.

The fit in Fig.4.5A gives β0 = 7.3 10−4. The same value has been used to construct the fit

in Panel B.

Note that the progradation velocity is found to be (approximately) invariant to the

shifting position of the flat. Thus the flat shifts with constant celerity until the intertidal

domain reaches the boundary, see also Maan et al. (2015). This confirms the direct re-

lationships in Eqn. 4.2, 4.6 & 4.9, independently from the bed level at the boundary and

the distance between the boundary and the top of the flat. Thus, the ratio between the

advection flux at the top and that at the boundary (parameter b in Equation 4.2) is in-

variant to the horizontal shift. This implies that larger distances between the boundary

and the top (i.e. deeper boundary elevations) correspond with smaller transverse gra-

dients of the flow velocities and the concentration fields towards the intertidal domain.

Hence, the deeper the boundary of the transverse system, the more homogeneous the

fields in the subtidal domain (i.e. the better an equilibrium state is approached within

this domain).

4.2.2. EFFECT OF WIND WAVES ON COASTAL PROGRADATION

The net transport is affected by wind waves. In this case, an additional term is needed

to fit the data in Figure 4.4. The difference in progradation speed between simulations

with and without waves (other settings unchanged) does not significantly depend on the

boundary concentration (i.e. the vertical distance between the black circles and the blue

squares in Figure 4.4 is approximately constant). Due to this (relative) independency of

the wave-impact on the boundary concentration, the effect of wind waves can be taken

as invariant to the SSC at the boundary, so that:
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v −R(H ,K ,τcr ) ∝ c1.5
b , (4.12)

and, in terms of the cross-sectional slope;

v −R(H ,K ,τcr )∝
1

β3
. (4.13)

where R(H ,K ,τcr ) represents the ‘wave induced retreat’. In case of zero sediment

supply, the tidal flat would thus retreat with speed R. R typically depends on the in-

coming wave height H , the dispersion coefficient K and on bed properties as the critical

bed shear stress for erosion τcr . In case of 20cm wind waves, a dispersion coefficient

of K = 100m2 s−2 and a critical bed shear stress of τcr = 0.1Pa, we found values for R of

about of −24m/yr (Figure 4.4). For K = 1m2s−2, R was found to be much smaller (Figure

4.4).

4.3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEA LEVEL RISE AND COASTAL

PROGRADATION SPEED

4.3.1. LINEARITY

As long as the net sedimentation rates ( D−E
ρ

) are larger than the rate of sea level rise

(SLR), the bed level change relative to mean sea level can simply be translated into hori-

zontal progradation via the conservation of the cross-sectional slope at the boundary of

the tidal flat, see Equation 3.7 in Chapter 3. Hence:

v =
1

β

(

D −E

ρ
−SLR

)

= v0 −
SLR

β
, (4.14)

where v0 is the progradation velocity without sea level rise. Our model results con-

firm that sea level rise reduces the progradation speed in such a linear fashion as long as

the flat progrades seawards, see Figure 4.6. Also Mariotti and Fagherazzi (2010) obtained

a linear relationship from 1D model simulations.

4.3.2. PASSING THE TIPPING POINT

If accretion rates are insufficient to keep up with sea level rise, the intertidal flat sub-

merges and retreats landward at the same time. This condition is shown in Panels e and

f of Figure 4.7. In panel e we see that the flat initially rises with sea level rise, but at a

lower rate. Initially the flat builds out seaward (the evolution from dotted black to yellow-

orange), but while its relative elevation decreases (see also panel f ), the transverse flow

velocities increase. At some point, erosion starts to dominate at the sea-side of the top,

resulting in landward retreat (evolution from orange to red). Landward of the top, how-

ever, flow velocities are small and sedimentation occurs. This results in a landward shift

of the top. When the top approaches a sea-dike, a ‘steady state’ develops in which the flat

rises with the same rate as the sea level (from red to dark brown; see also the equilibrium

state in panel f ). Similar results were found for rates of sea level rise of up to 5cm/yr .

Note, however, that vegetation is not included in the model. A salt marsh reduces the

flow velocities on the upper flat and could maybe prevent accelerated coastal retreat (i.e.
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Figure 4.6: Linear relationship between the rate of sea level rise and the progradation speed based on model

simulations (Maan et al., 2015) for cb = 0.15g /L.

prevent the retreat from the orange to the red profile in panel e of Figure 4.7). Simu-

lations including vegetation were carried out before by Mariotti and Fagherazzi (2010),

but they considered wave-dominated flats, with a smaller role for the transverse tidal

current. They did not observe accelerated retreat, independent of the presence of a salt

marsh.

4.4. APPLICATION TO THE YANGTZE TIDAL FLATS

For practical application of Equation 4.12, we can use measured combinations of the

(historical) progradation speeds and the corresponding suspended sediment concen-

trations, i.e.:

vnew −R

vold −R
=

(

cnew

cold

)1.5

, (4.15)

Critical values for the SSC can be derived by taking vnew = 0 or vnew = SLR
β

(including

sea level rise), but we first need an estimate for R.

An estimate for R Such an estimate can be obtained from in situ measurements of bed

level changes during windy conditions and storms. We thereby need to concentrate on

bed level changes on the upper intertidal area, where the tide-induced bed shear stress

clearly diminishes (see Figure 4.3). On the lower sections, dominance of transverse tidal
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currents induces a strong negative feedback loop (Maan et al., 2015), so that the bed

is restored after a storm/wave event. On the upper flat, however, the tide-induced bed

shear stress decreases with increasing bed level (implying a positive/reinforcing feed-

back loop), whereas the wave-induced bed shear stress is rather independent of the lo-

cal bed level. Thus, there is no (strong) restoring feedback mechanism op the upper flat

(Maan et al., 2015). Here, local erosion by wind waves directly influences the long-term

sediment budget. On the other hand, salt marsh vegetation dissipates the wave energy

and limits the wave impact, so that bed erosion just seaward of the salt marsh is ex-

pected to dominate R. Hence, we concentrate on the erosion at the border between the

bare flat and the salt marsh. Additional benefits of considering the vegetation line can

be (1) its detectability, for instance by remote sensing (Li et al., 2014), and (2) the direct

way in which the horizontal retreat can be determined in case of landward retreat of the

marsh edge, i.e. without the need to measure vertical bed level changes. Alternatively,

however, R can be determined from the vertical bed level changes, divided by the local

cross-sectional slope (following Equation 3.6 in in Chapter 3).

Yang et al. (2003b) documented daily bed level changes over a period of two years

to study the morphological changes in response to storms versus calm weather of an

intertidal flat at the Nanhui coast in the Yangtze Estuary (see Figure 4.8 for the location).

The largest event during this 2-yr period was Typhoon Paibaian (12 Beaufort), which

resulted in maximum bed level changes of −21cm at the border between the marsh and

the bare flat. This corresponds to a landward retreat of about 60m (based on Figure 2 of

Yang et al. (2003b)).

However, of additional importance are the temporally larger accretion rates after

storms, benefitting from the temporarily higher suspended sediment concentrations

(Yang et al., 2003b; Zhu et al., 2017). These reduce the net effect of the storms. To bring

this into account, one can consider the total period during which the bed level was lower

than before the storm, in combination with the ‘normal’ accretion rates (i.e. those in

case of calm weather, without prior storm). In case of Typhoon Paibaian, this period

was about 10 days during a season with maximum sediment discharge by the Yangtze

River (Yang et al., 2003b). Based on the documented information by Yang et al. (2003b),

we here estimate the normal seasonal accretion rates to be ∼ 7mm/d ay (about twice

the yearly average (Yang et al., 2003b)). This implies a missed vertical growth of 70mm,

which can be translated into a horizontal retreat of ∼ 19m (using a rough estimate of the

local cross-sectional slope of 1 : 270, based on Figure 2 of Yang et al. (2003b)).

In another study, Zhu et al. (2017) reported on the bed level changes on the East

Chongming mudflat (see Figure 4.8 for the location) over a full spring-neap cycle with a

mean wind speed close to the yearly average. The forces induced by tides and waves were

varying during the field campaign, so that periods of erosion and accretion alternated.

At the border between the flat and the salt marsh, erosion only occurred during periods

of moderate to strong winds (≥ 5m/s). The total local erosion during these periods (i.e.

neglecting the accretion during the calm periods) was 5mm, equivalent to a horizontal

retreat of 1.13m (based on a local slope of 1:227 obtained from the authors). Also in

this case, the actual effect might have been smaller due to temporally larger SSCs after

the windy periods. However, the field campaign was too short to estimate the average

accretion rates during calm weather and from the data it is not possible to determine the
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‘normal’ accretion rates (i.e. without prior storm). Extrapolating the 1.13m per spring-

neap cycle gives an upper estimate for the retreat of 27m/yr . Note that this value is in the

same order of magnitude as the simulated values for 20cm wind waves of R =−24m/yr ,

which is actually a typical wave height on the Yangtze flats for moderate wind conditions

(Zhu et al., 2017). Taking a year of average wave conditions and one major storm for a

‘representative impact’, we end up with a typical retreat of R =−46m/yr .

An estimate for the critical SSC With an estimate of R, we can roughly calculate the

critical reduction in the SSC for which the East Chongming flats (Figure 4.8) converge

towards retreating systems. To this end, we adopt an historical seaward progradation

speed of 300m/yr (Yang et al., 2001) and take vnew = 0:

vnew −R

vold −R
=

0+46

300+46
=

(

cnew

cold

)1.5

, (4.16)

which yields
cnew

cold
≈ 0.26. This fraction is larger than the reduction in SSC in the river,

but is yet significantly smaller than the recent reduction factors measured in the estu-

ary, i.e. about 0.8 (Li et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015). This suggests that the flats at East

Chongming can currently still prograde, as is in agreement with observations (Li et al.,

2014).

For an estimation of the reduction in the local SSC and progradation speed, we can

consider the change in the cross-sectional profile slope. The cross-sectional slope on the

lower flat of the transect in Figure 4.8 increased roughly 20% in the recent 20 years. This

suggests a reduction in the SSC of approximately 40%, i.e.:

cnew

cold
=

(

βold

βnew

)2

= 0.82 = 0.64. (4.17)

The observed change in cross-sectional slope furthermore suggests a current progra-

dation speed of about 131m/yr (obtained by applying Eq.4.13 with R =−46m/yr ), which

agrees with the observed expansion of the upper tidal flat (estimated from Figure 4.8 to

be about 125m/yr ). The trend in Figure 4.8 is moreover coherent with the average trend

of the intertidal wetland at East Chongming, which already has been shown to be closely

correlated with the fluvial sediment supply by previous studies (Li et al., 2014).

The effect of the projected sea level rise Projections of the local sea level rise in the

East China Sea for the 21st century vary between 31cm and 1.1m (Jevrejava et al., 2016;

Cheng et al., 2017). Taking the average of about 0.7m, this implies an average rate of sea

level rise of about 7mm/yr . Assuming a gentle slope of 1 : 2000, this corresponds with a

horizontal retreat of 14m/yr . Substituting this value for vnew in Eq.4.15, gives a shrink-

age factor of
cnew

cold
= 0.31 relative to the year 1990. For smaller shrinkage factors, a shift

from a rising and prograding sytem into a retreating and submerging system (relative to

mean sea level) can be expected by the year 2100 for an average scenario of local sea level

rise.
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4.5. CONCLUSIONS

We showed that the relationship between the progradation speed and the sediment con-

centration is stronger than linear and provided an explanation for it. Furthermore we

found a linear relationship between the progradation speed and the rate of sea level

rise. Given a measured combination of progradation speed and suspended sediment

concentration, these relationships can be used to make rough projections for different

scenarios of changing sediment concentrations and sea level rise. An estimate for the

‘wave-induced retreat’ is thereby needed. We applied the relationships on the horizon-

tally prograding flats in the Yangtze Estuary to obtain a critical shrinkage factor of about

0.3 relative to the year 1990. This means that at least 30% of the SSC in 1990 is required

to keep up with a sea level rise of 7mm yr−1 (i.e. the projected mean rate until 2100).

When such a tipping point is passed, transverse tidal currents over the submerging flat

might increase significantly with rising water levels, resulting in accelerated coastal re-

treat. Models including salt marshes are needed to get more insight in the non-linear

behavior after the tipping point is reached.
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5
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK LOOPS

CONTROL STABLE FRINGING FLATS

We apply a 2-D horizontal process based model (Delft3D) to study the feedback mech-

anisms that control the long-term evolution of a fringing intertidal flat in the Western

Scheldt Estuary. The hydrodynamic model is validated using a comparison with mea-

surements on the intertidal flat and the sediment transport module is calibrated against

long-term morphology data. First, the processes that lead to net sediment exchange be-

tween channel and flat are studied. Then, long-term simulations are performed and the

dependency of sediment fluxes on the tidal flat bathymetry, and the corresponding mor-

phodynamic feedback mechanisms are explained. In the long run, relatively stable states

can be approached, which are shown to be typical for wave-dominated fringing mudflats.

The system behavior can be explained by the typical feedback mechanisms between the in-

tertidal bathymetry and the hydrodynamic forces on the flat. In the subtidal domain, the

impact of small (5-10cm) wind waves increases with a rising elevation due to decreasing

water depths. In the intertidal domain, the wave impact increases with increasing cross-

sectional slope due to wave shoaling. These relationships result in negative (stabilizing)

morphodynamic feedback loops. The tidal current velocities and tide-induced bed shear

stresses, on the other hand, are largely determined by the typical horizontal geometry. A

stabilizing feedback loop fails, so that there is no trend towards an equilibrium state in the

absence of wind waves.

5.1. INTRODUCTION

During their flyways across the world, many migrating birds make their necessary rest

stops on intertidal flats (van de Kam et al., 2010). These are gently sloped mudflats in-

side tidal seas or estuaries that fall dry during part of the tidal cycle, revealing a rich col-

lection of seafood. Hence, intertidal flats are indispensable for the ecology far outside

their boundaries and therefore often protected by international legislation (such as the

This chapter is published in Journal of Geophysical Research as Maan et al. (2018)
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Ramsar Convention for the protection of migratory birds and the European Natura2000

legislation).

However, loss of intertidal area, for instance due to climate change (sea level rise)

and human activities, is a common phenomenon (Syvitski et al., 2005; Airoldi & Beck,

2007; Fitzgerald et al., 2008; Sampath et al., 2011; Tambroni & Seminara, 2012; Eelkema

et al., 2013; Kirwan & Megonigal, 2013; Ma et al., 2014; Passeri et al., 2015; Hoitink et

al., 2017; de Vet, 2017). The difficulties in ‘managing’ the long-term morphodynamics

are related to the many interacting factors that play a role in the morphodynamic evo-

lution: the (bio)morphology affects the shear stresses induced by wind waves and tidal

currents, as well as the patterns of sediment transport. In turn, it is shaped by the same

factors. These interactions make the morphodynamic system behave like a ‘complex

system’ (Meadows & Wright, 2009), characterized by the occurrence of stable states (van

Goor et al., 2003; Fagherazzi et al., 2006, 2007; Bearman et al., 2010; Friedrichs, 2011) and

sudden transitions between these states (Wang et al., 2015).

One of the main difficulties with complex systems is that they are typically part of

and built-up from other (larger and smaller scale) systems. This makes it hard to de-

marcate an (approximately) closed (sub)system from an overall complex system in order

to split-up the system into smaller and simpler parts. Hence, simplification is not al-

ways possible. Depending on the typical interactions and hierarchies inside the natural

system, a system can be too big and complicated to simulate and resolve. In the field

of morphodynamics, the need of high spatial and temporal resolutions in combination

with large model domains and time spans easily leads to unacceptably long calculation

times.

Yet, to control and design the intertidal environment, and to protect it against SLR,

we need an understanding of the system dynamics (van Maanen et al., 2013; Passeri et

al., 2015). We have to discover its core and try to make a simpler, understandable, model

of the real world (Zhou et al., 2017), including the dominant feedback mechanisms be-

tween the interdepenent hydrodynamics, morphodynamics and ecology.

This starts with making a careful and realistic description of the considered system

and its boundaries. Boundaries need to be found that are (approximately) independent

of the evolution of the modeled factors. Note that the boundary conditions do not have

to represent constant driving factors. They can be stochastic and varying in time, as

long as they behave independently from the evolution inside the model domain. In this

paper, we focus on fringing intertidal flats, which are relatively easy to demarcate. These

fringing intertidal areas are relatively small compared to the whole coastal or estuarine

system, and even to the single adjacent channels. Due to their smaller scale, it is often

possible to find model boundaries that behave (approximately) independently of the

considered intertidal evolution. This gives the possibility to model these mudflats as

relatively small-scale closed systems, which increases their resolvability.

Once we are able to simulate the intertidal evolution, we can look for ‘steady states’

in the simulations. We here define the ‘steady states’ as states in which certain proper-

ties of the intertidal morphology remain constant in time, controlled by negative mor-

phodynamic feedback loops. Observations and numerical studies show that the evolu-

tion of fringing intertidal flats often converges towards these states (Roberts et al., 2000;

Pritchard et al., 2002; Fagherazzi et al., 2006, 2007; Bearman et al., 2010; Friedrichs, 2011;
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Liu et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2015; Maan et al., 2015). Fig.5.1 provides examples of approxi-

mately stable profiles for fringing intertidal flats in the Western Scheldt Estuary. Steady

states can be seen as signals given by the underlying system, helpful clues to unravel its

functioning. As an equilibrium state is not self-evident, the observation of conserved

properties leads to the important question: ‘why are they conserved?’ The answer to this

question can reveal the whole dynamics of the system.
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Figure 5.1: (a-c) Cross-shore transects of approximately stable fringing flats at respectively the locations A-C in

Fig.5.2 (source: Rijkswaterstaat, part of the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment). Consecu-

tive years are indicated from yellow to dark red over total periods of 17 yrs (a) and 11 yrs (b and c).

The kind of steady states that can be approached is characteristic for the type of in-

tertidal system that is considered. It depends on the particular processes resulting in

(net) sediment transport and the typical dependencies of these processes on the inter-

tidal bathymetry. Earlier studies on intertidal flats that could be modeled within 0-D and

1-D frameworks indicated the dominance of feedback mechanisms between the hydro-

dynamic forcing and the intertidal flat bathymetry (Friedrichs & Aubrey, 1996; Roberts et

al., 2000; Le Hir et al., 2000; Fagherazzi et al., 2007; de Swart & Zimmerman, 2009; Maan

et al., 2015).

Systems in which the hydrodynamic forces are controlled by locally-generated wind

waves, for instance, were found to converge towards horizontal platforms with a con-

stant (equilibrium) elevation (Fagherazzi et al., 2007; Marani et al., 2007; de Swart &

Zimmerman, 2009; Marani et al., 2010). These states are controlled by the dominance

of a negative feedback loop between the bed elevation and the bed shear stress induced

by locally-generated wind waves (Fagherazzi et al., 2007; de Swart & Zimmerman, 2009).

Systems in which wind waves act together with cross-shore tidal currents (or in which

cross-shore tidal currents act alone), were found to converge into horizontally migrating

states with a conserved cross-shore profile (Pritchard et al., 2002; Waeles et al., 2004;

Maan et al., 2015). These migrating states can be explained by continuous accretion

on the upper intertidal flat (due to generally lower hydrodynamic energy and bed shear

stresses), in combination with restoring negative feedback loops between the landward

bathymetry and the cross-shore current velocities on the lower tidal flat (Maan et al.,

2015).

Systems in which the hydrodynamics and sediment transport are influenced by both
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long-shore and cross-shore currents (i.e those that should be described inside 2-D or 3-D

frameworks), are in many ways more complicated than systems that can be resolved with

a 1-D model. Inside these systems, the intertidal morphology might also have an impor-

tant effect on the two-dimensional flow and advection patterns over the flat. Hence, the

internal feedback mechanisms that control the long-term evolution of this kind of sys-

tems are yet to be unraveled.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Map of the Netherlands with the location of the Kapellebank indicated by the red square. (b) Part

of the Western Scheldt Estuary with the location of the Kapellebank indicated by the red square. (c) Schematic

representation of the Kapellebank. (d) A transect on the Kapellebank, indicated by the dotted line in panel c.

In this paper, we perform a case study on the Kapellebank, a fringing intertidal flat at

the outside of a channel-bend in the Western Scheldt Estuary (The Netherlands, Fig.5.2).

The hydrodynamic forces are induced by long- and cross-shore tidal currents and wind

waves. We investigate the morphodynamic evolution of the flat with a 2-D horizontal

process based model (Delft3D). The hydrodynamic model is validated against field ob-

servations, which were carried out during a field campaign in April 2014, see also (Zhu et

al., 2017). After the validation process, however, the boundary conditions are simplified

by considering only the M2 and M4 tidal components. This is a necessary procedure for

system analysis, because of the need to compare averages over closed tidal periods.

Hence, the model is applied for studying the response of an initial bathymetry to

simplified boundary conditions. We are interested in how this adjustment process looks

and whether or not these types of systems evolve into equilibrium states in the long run.

For understanding the processes and feedback mechanisms that underlie the long-term
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evolution of the intertidal flat, we follow a ‘top-down approach’. The morphodynamic

evolution is first described. Subsequently, the sedimentation rates and the hydrody-

namic forces at different moments in the evolution are determined. Considering how

these signals change in time and are correlated with each other, reveals important infor-

mation about the morphodynamic feedback mechanisms that control the evolution of

the intertidal flat. Conclusions will be drawn about (1) whether steady states exist and

(2) the feedback mechanisms that underlie the long-term evolution of fringing flats like

the Kapellebank.

5.2. STUDY AREA & FIELD DATA

5.2.1. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: MAIN ACTORS AND DRIVING FORCES

We consider the Kapellebank, a fringing tidal flat along the north bank of the Western

Scheldt Estuary in the Netherlands (Fig.5.2). The tidal wave is semi-diurnal, with a mean

tidal range of around 4m. The flat faces a tidal channel on the south, which is delineated

by a steep slope in the bathymetry (Panel d of Fig.5.2). Due to the close vicinity of the

channel, the long-shore current dominates over the cross-shore current on the intertidal

flat. However, due to the typical 2D geometry (i.e. the location of the channel and the

enclosure by the two dikes, Fig.5.2), the long-shore current is strongly reduced in the

cross-shore direction. This is characteristic for fringing intertidal flats.

The measured cross-shore flow velocities can be compared with the analytically cal-

culated flow velocities resulting from the filling and emptying of the intertidal volume

at high tide (i.e. the tidal prism of the Kapellebank). Such a comparison reveals that

only a small part (< 20%) of the cross-shore currents represents the filling and emptying

of the intertidal volume. Hence, this system is totally different from the ones discussed

in Roberts et al. (2000); Pritchard et al. (2002); Maan et al. (2015), where the cross-shore

tidal current, caused by filling and emptying of the tidal prism of the intertidal basin, is

the dominant eroding force.

The main wind direction is from the south-west, implying that the Kapellebank is

often exposed to wind waves. The average wave height in the channel is about 15cm,

and the average of the highest 10% is about 30cm. During the field campaign at the

Kapellebank, wave heights were measured at the interface between the channel and the

flat (Zhu et al., 2017). Typical values were found to be 4cm during calm conditions and

about 13cm during strong winds (6 Bft). The sediment on the flat is cohesive, with a

median grain size less than 50µm (Zhu et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2018). The suspended

sediment concentration in the channels of the estuary fluctuates strongly in space and

time, around an average of about 40mg /L (van der Wal et al., 2010).

5.2.2. OBSERVED TRENDS

The channel adjacent to the Kapellebank was subject to morphological changes during

the last decades, see Fig.5.3. Both natural processes and human interferences have in-

fluenced the channel development (Jeuken & Wang, 2010). The change from channel

erosion (1965-1990) to channel deposition (1990-2015) is to a great extent attributed to

dumping activities that started around 1990 (Jeuken & Wang, 2010).

It is likely that the morphodynamic trend inside the channel influenced the morpho-
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Figure 5.3: Observed long-term trend on the Kapellebank (based on the ‘Vaklodingen’ dataset (Wiegmann et

al., 2005), see also de Vet (2017)). (a) Bed level differences, indicated in yearly averages (in meters) over the

period 1990-2015. The black dashed lines indicate the position of the cross-shore transects of panel b. (b)

Snapshots of the cross-shore transects in the period 1965-2015. The Kapellebank steepened over the last 25

years. In the last decade, the intertidal bathymetry is relatively stable, despite the large sedimentation rates

inside the channel.
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dynamic evolution of the flat. Larger (smaller) tidal current velocities inside the channel

lead to more (less) erosion at the interface between the channel and the flat. Hence, nar-

rowing of the flat is correlated with an eroding channel and widening of the flat with an

accretive channel (see Fig.5.3). Furthermore, variations inside the channel can affect the

sediment availability: in case of an erosive channel, more sediment might be available,

leading to larger accretion rates on the tidal flat. In case of an accretive channel, on the

other hand, fine sediment might settle inside the channel instead (leading to smaller ac-

cretion rates on the flat). Variations in the channel might also affect the types of available

sediment. Because tidal channels are generally sandier than the intertidal mudflats, an

erosive channel might result in a smaller mud-sand ratio on the intertidal flat. The sed-

iment type influences the erodability of the bed and the morphodynamic evolution of

the intertidal flat (Zhu et al., 2017).

Despite the influence of the morphodynamically unstable adjacent channel in the

past, the intertidal flat (except at its interface with the channel) is found to be rather sta-

ble over the last decade (Fig.5.3). Measurements on the site show that the erodibility of

the bed is high (Zhu et al., 2017), so that the current relative stability cannot be attributed

to an inactive bed. Instead, it should be explained by counteracting gross deposition and

gross erosion rates.

The apparent stability of the flat suggests that the current evolution of the intertidal

flat is controlled by processes that are rather independent of the morphological devel-

opments of the adjacent channel. These include the forces exerted by wind waves and

sediment supply from nearby tidal flats, which is hold in suspension by tidal flow in the

channel. Note that the changes inside the channel can be dominated by coarser sedi-

ment. Stable fringing intertidal flats in combination with highly dynamic (widening or

narrowing) adjacent channels has also been noted by van der Wegen et al. (2017) for flats

in the San Francisco Bay, see also Bearman et al. (2010).

5.3. THE MODEL

5.3.1. DELFT3D
We calculate the morphodynamic evolution of the Kapellebank with a process-based

morphodynamic Delft3D model (Lesser et al., 2004; Roelvink, 2006; Deltares, 2014a), cou-

pled to the SWAN (third generation) wave module (Booij et al., 1999; Ris et al., 1999). The

flow is calculated by solving the 2-D horizontal shallow water equations (Deltares, 2014a)

on a high resolution grid with grid sizes varying from about 80m inside the channel to

less than 10m on the Kapellebank (see Fig.5.4). The waves are calculated on a separate

grid, with a resolution of about 10m on the intertidal flat (Fig.5.4), see Deltares (2014b)

for a description of the wave module.

Two-dimensional transport of suspended sediment is calculated by solving the two-

dimensional advection-dispersion equation:

∂ch

∂t
+
∂uch

∂x
+
∂vch

∂y
=

∂

∂x

(

K h
∂c

∂x

)

+
∂

∂y

(

K h
∂c

∂y

)

+E −D,

where c is the suspended sediment concentration, K is the dispersion coefficient,
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Figure 5.4: The closed (solid lines) and open (dotted lines) model boundaries and the grid resolution (in m2,

indicated in colors) of (a) the larger scale hydrodynamic model ‘Nevla’ (Hartsuiker & van Banning, 2004; Max-

imova et. al., 2009a,b,c)), (b) the nested flow model, and (c) a close-up view of the nested flow model (left) and

the wave model (right).
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and E and D are the vertical erosion and deposition fluxes, respectively. These are com-

puted by (Ariathurai, 1974; Winterwerp & Van Kesteren, 2004):

E = max

[

me

(

τb

τcr
−1

)

,0

]

(5.1)

and

D = c ·ws , (5.2)

where me is the erosion rate coefficient, τb the bed shear stress, τcr the critical bed

shear stress for erosion and ws the settling velocity.

The morphodynamics of the Kapellebank are calculated for elevations above MSL−
4m, while the geometry and the surrounding morphology (including the bathymetry of

the channel) is fixed. Because we only consider changes on the flat, we use one single

sediment class that represents the cohesive sediment on the flats (Zhu et al., 2017). The

bed configuration of the Kapellebank in 2015 has been taken as initial condition. The

suspended sediment concentration in the adjacent channel is controlled by applying a

constant concentration at both flow model boundaries and preventing sedimentation

elsewhere than on the Kapellebank.

Note that we need a high resolution grid for calculating the complex tidal currents on

the intertidal flat, which makes the calculations time-consuming. To speed up the simu-

lation process, we apply a morphological factor (Lesser et al., 2004; Roelvink, 2006). The

value of the morphological factor (Table 5.1) is adjusted during the simulation according

to the size of the morphodynamic changes. Its effect is validated by using smaller factors

at different stages of the evolution.

5.3.2. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The model contains two open boundaries (Fig.5.4). Water levels and flow velocities need

to be prescribed at the southern and eastern open boundary respectively. Naturally, the

boundary conditions are assumed to be independent driving factors. Note that the flow

through the boundaries is mainly determined by the larger-scale factors and the geome-

try of the estuary, so that its dependency on the bathymetry of the Kapellebank is small.

Time series of water levels and flow velocities at the southern and eastern open bound-

ary respectively (see Fig.5.4), were generated by the larger scale model applications Kustzuid

and Nevla-Schelde. These describe the hydrodynamic flow in the North Sea and through

the Western Scheldt Estuary respectively (Hartsuiker & van Banning, 2004; Maximova et.

al., 2009a,b,c), see Eelkema et al. (2012) for a description of the Kustzuid model. These

models were in turn driven by field observations. For a careful system analysis, we need

to compare net sediment fluxes over closed tidal periods at different phases of the mor-

phodynamic evolution. This procedure is much easier if we use a periodic tidal variation.

Therefore, we perform a harmonic analysis on the time series and drive the model with

the obtained M2 and M4 components only. The tidal amplitudes of the constituents

were found the be about 1.9m (M2) and 0.1m (M4), with a phase difference of about 90◦

(small spatial variations in these values occur).

At both flow model boundaries, a constant suspended sediment concentration is im-

posed, which represents the background concentration. Hence, it is assumed that the
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fine sediment at the boundaries comes typically from the other (surrounding) tidal flats

and is not significantly influenced by erosion on the Kapellebank itself. This approxi-

mation can be justified by the relative small-scale of the Kapellebank, compared with

the surrounding flats. Tidal variation in the sediment concentration at the boundary is

not taken into account. A constant wave height, wave period (see Table 5.1) and wave

direction (south-west) is applied at the open boundary of the wave model.

Table 5.1: The model parameter values.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Delft3D-Flow

Manning coefficient n 0.02 ms−
1
3

Settling velocity ws 0.3 ·10−3 ms−1

Specific density for cohesive sediment ρw 2650 kg m−3

Dry bed density ρdr y 1000 kg m−3

Reference density for hindered settling Cr e f 1600 kg m−3

Horizontal eddy viscosity νH 0.1 m2s−1

Horizontal eddy diffusivity K 1 m2s−1

Critical bed shear stress for erosion τcr,e 0.35 N m−2

Erosion coefficient me 1.7 ·10−5 kg m−2s−1

Time step ∆t 3.75 s

Minimum depth for sediment calculation hdr y 0.3 m

Morphological factor M 1000-4000 −
Delft3D-Wave:

Wave height H 0.075-0.085 m

Wave peak period T 2 s

Bottom roughness length scale (Madsen et al., 1988) KN 0.05 m

5.3.3. VALIDATION AND CALIBRATION

Hydrodynamic model The hydrodynamic model is validated against field observa-

tions. To this end, the model is forced with time series (based on field observations)

of water levels and flow velocities at the southern and eastern open model boundary

respectively, see Fig.5.4. The model simulations are compared with field observations

on the Kapellebank that were carried out by Rijkswaterstaat (part of the Dutch Ministry

of Infrastructure and Environment) in May 2014. Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of the

measured and simulated flow speeds and directions on the intertidal flat. Driven by the

flow from the main channel, the flow direction is from the west towards the east during

flood tide. During much of the ebb tide, the flow enters at the east-flank and leaves at the

west-flank Fig.5.5), steered by the channel flow. In the end of the ebb tide, eddy circu-

lations occur at the lower west flank of the flat, at the interface with the channel (see L1

in Fig.5.5). The ability of the model to resolve these eddies was improved by refining the

grid significantly and using the Horizontal Large Eddy Simulation (HLES) sub-grid mod-

ule in Delft3D. For the purpose of this study, however, the faster version is applied, not

including the eddy circulations. Because the eddies only occur locally, they presumably
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do not significantly influence the overall mudflat morphodynamics.

The capability of the model largely depends on the applied spatial resolution (Fig.5.4).

Model parameters that influence the flow velocities over the Kapellebank are further-

more the bottom roughness (we use the setting of the Nevla model; a Manning coeffi-

cient of 0.02ms−
1
3 ) and the horizontal eddy viscosity, which was calibrated against the

field observations (determined as 0.1m2/s for the applied grid).

Sediment transport module Compared with the hydrodynamic module, the sediment

transport module needs a more extensive calibration process. We calibrated the model

against the observed long-term trend (Fig.5.3). To this end, simulations were performed

that differ in the wave height, the wind force, the erosion threshold, the erosion coeffi-

cient, the settling velocity and the (background) sediment concentration inside the adja-

cent channel. Fig.5.6 gives an overview of the simulated sedimentation/erosion patterns

for a limited number of the applied parameter sets.

Measurement data (over the period 1990-2015) shows long-term erosion over the

whole width of the lower and intermediate intertidal flat (see the top left panel of Fig.5.6).

This pattern corresponds best with simulations that include significant wind waves, in

combination with a sufficiently low boundary concentration and settling velocity (for

instance with the simulations in the red dotted box of Fig.5.6). The simulations with-

out waves show too much accretion on the east side of the Kapellebank, see Fig.5.6. In

combination with significant wind waves, the erosion threshold should be chosen suffi-

ciently high to prevent an overestimation of the net erosion rates.

The effects of increasing the boundary concentration or the settling velocity on the

sedimentation/erosion patterns were found to be rather similar to the effect of decreas-

ing the wave height. Also, the effect of decreasing the erosion threshold was found to be

comparable with the effect of increasing the wave height, see Fig.5.6. Hence, there exist

several different parameter sets that give a fair fit with the observations.

For the main experiments, we chose the parameter values of the black surrounded

panel in Fig.5.6. The settling velocity and wave period were taken as 0.3mm/s and 2s

respectively (corresponding with typical values obtained from the field measurements).

To get insight into the sensitivity of the long-term morphodynamic behavior to the forc-

ing parameters, we also performed additional long-term simulations for several differ-

ent parameter sets (see Sections 5.4.3&5.4.4). From these simulations, it followed that a

careful calibration process of the parameters in Fig.5.6 is necessary to simulate realistic

trends (see section 5.4.3 for a further discussion). The complete set of the model input

parameters is listed in Table 5.1.

5.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.4.1. INITIAL BED SHEAR STRESS AND TRANSPORT

The simulated (tidally averaged) total bed shear stress decreases towards the shore (Fig.5.7).

Due to the presence of the channel and the orientation of the two dikes that enclose it,

the long-shore current (and the tide-induced bed shear stress) is strongly reduced on the

Kapellebank. The modeled wave-induced bed shear stress also shows a gradual decrease

towards the shore. The shorewards decreasing bed shear stress favors net landward sed-
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Figure 5.6: Modeled bed level changes over one tidal cycle (normalized to m/yr) on the present bed config-

uration of the Kapellebank (2015 data), for different boundary concentrations, erosion thresholds, and wave

heights. The observed pattern is indicated at the top left. σ indicates the spatial average error of each simula-

tion compared to the field data. The panels in the red dashed square are considered as ‘good matches’ and the

parameters of the solid black surrounded panel are used for the main simulation.
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iment advection (Friedrichs, 2011; Gatto et al., 2017), see Fig.5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Maps of the tidally averaged bed shear stress (averaged over the period during which a location

is flooded) and the cross-shore component of the net sediment transport per unit width (indicated by black

arrows) on the current bed configuration of the Kapellebank (2015 data) in cases of (a) tidal currents only, and

(b) tides plus wind waves. τcr = 0.3 and C0 = 5mg /L in both simulations.

5.4.2. FEEDBACKS AND STATES

Long-term morphodynamic evolution is not a simple extrapolation of the initial sedi-

mentation patterns on a (random) initial bathymetry. Instead, the typical internal mor-

phodynamic feedbacks can play an important role in the long run. Through the morpho-

dynamic feedback loops, initial imbalances can be diminished or amplified, resulting in

self-maintaining states or trends. In this section, long-term simulations are performed

and studied. We try to answer the qualitative questions of (1) whether or not steady

states or trends occur and, if they occur, (2) what the underlying feedback mechanisms

are. The answers to these questions are often more relevant than the initial response, be-

cause they depend less on (the combination of) the initial profile and the specific model

parameters and boundary conditions. They are thus less sensitive to uncertainties in

these factors. In fact, the use of simplified boundary conditions is only justified when

concentrating on qualitative behavior. The states or trends that we are looking for are

controlled by feedback loops between the intertidal bathymetry and the hydrodynamic

forces and sediment fluxes, i.e. they are intrinsic properties of the system.

An equilibrium state The long-term evolution of the Kapellebank for the calibrated

parameter set is indicated in Fig.5.8. On the subtidal and lower intertidal flat, a balance

is quickly established (within 15 years). After stabilization of the lower flat, the equilib-

rium state builds out landward, so that also the uppermost sections reach equilibrium

eventually. The existence of an equilibrium state was further confirmed by a simulation

from an alternative initial profile, which evolved into the same equilibrium state in the
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Figure 5.8: (a) Modeled evolution of a cross-shore transect (indicated by the dashed black line in panel b) from

two different initial profiles (the dashed and dotted black lines), from yellow to dark red with time steps of 50

yrs and total time spans of respectively 600 yrs and 350 yrs. The initial bathymetries are (dashed) the bed con-

figuration from 2015 and (dotted) that mirrored around the equilibrium bathymetry. The evolutions from the

dashed and dotted initial profiles are indicated by solid and dotted lines respectively. The two simulations mi-

grate towards identical equilibrium states (indicated by the red lines). (b) Map of the equilibrium bathymetry.

The applied morphological factors varied between 1000 and 4000, maximum values were used towards the end

of the simulations.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Bed level changes over the first 300 years of the modeled evolution (accretion over time is

positive), normalized to mm/yr . (b) Corresponding changes in the tidally averaged bed shear stress (in

Pa/yr ). (c) Corresponding changes in averaged wave height in shallow waters (less than 1 m deep), normal-

ized to mm/yr (with cyan zero-contour lines).(a-c) The thin black and white lines are zero-contour lines of the

changes in the bed level and the erosion flux respectively. At most locations, the figure shows positive corre-

lations between the bed level, the erosion rates and the wave height, which suggests a negative (stabilizing)

internal feedback mechanism.
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same chronological sequence (i.e. from the lower flat towards the shore, see Fig.5.8).

Now that a steady state is recognized, we can search for the underlying controlling

feedback mechanisms. We first consider the correlations between changes in the bed

level and changes in the bed shear stress over the morphodynamic evolution. On much

of the intertidal flat, bed shear stresses increase (decrease) with an increasing (decreas-

ing) bed elevation, which suggests a stabilizing feedback loop between the bed level and

the local bed shear stress (see Figure 5.9).

In Fig.5.10 (panel b) it can be seen that the observed changes in the bed shear stress

are mainly due to changes in the wave-induced component. Whereas the wave-induced

bed shear stress on the upper flat is doubled during the morphodynamic evolution, the

tide-induced bed shear stress on the equilibrium profile is almost identical to that on

the initial profile (see Fig.5.10). This shows that the tide-induced bed shear stress is ap-

proximately independent of the intertidal bathymetry. This makes the long-shore tidal

current (and its shoreward decay) an ‘independent driving factor’, largely determined

by the typical horizontal geometry of the site. The wave-induced erosion, on the other

hand, is a ‘state variable’, which adjusts during the bathymetric evolution.

Two wave-related processes are found to play an important stabilizing role. Firstly,

the local real-time wave-induced bed shear stress generally increases with a decreasing

water depth (see Fig.5.11). With rising and falling tide, maximum wave-induced bed

shear stresses were found close to the tidal fronts, i.e. in shallow waters of less than

1m deep (Fig.5.11), which corresponds with observations in the field (Zhu et al., 2017),

see also (Roberts et al., 2000). The high bed shear stresses in shallow waters effectively

result in high local sediment concentration peaks that subsequently result in a dispersive

sediment transport in the offshore direction. Because the tidally averaged water depth

mainly decreases with an increasing bed elevation, the relationship in Fig.5.11 results in

a negative morphodynamic feedback loop on much of the intertidal flat. This stabilizing

feedback loop is particularly strong in the subtidal domain, where the minimum water

depth strongly increases with an eroding bed.

Around the low water line (LWL), however, a decrease (increase) in the bed level re-

sults in a longer (shorter) period of shallow water and associated maximum bed shear

stresses (because shallow water here coincides with slack water), see Waeles et al. (2004).

Note that the bed above the LWL falls temporarily dry, whereas the bed below the LWL

is wet during the whole tidal cycle. As a consequence of the longer (shorter) period of

shallow water, a lowering (raising) of the bed can locally result in greater (smaller) gross

erosion rates. This relationship implies a locally positive feedback loop, so that an un-

stable section can be expected around the LWL.

However, after the subtidal region reaches an equilibrium elevation that matches its

specific supply (which is mainly determined by the sediment concentration inside the

channel), another stabilizing feedback loop becomes dominant on the intertidal flat.

Namely, landward of the stable section, an increase in the local bed level leads to an

increase in the cross-sectional slope (in offshore direction) and thereby to an increase

in the relative importance of wave shoaling versus wave dissipation (Le Hir et al., 2000).

Fig.5.9 (panel c) indicates a strong correlation between the changes in the tidally av-

eraged erosion rates and in the wave height in shallow waters. This suggests a causal

relationship, i.e. the tidally averaged bed shear stress increases as a consequence of an
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Figure 5.11: Modeled instantaneous total (tide- plus wave-induced) bed shear stress versus water depth during

one tidal cycle at different locations, indicated with different colors and markers, on (a) the initial bathymetry,

and (b) the equilibrium bathymetry. The locations are indicated in Fig.5.10 by dots in the corresponding color.

Those with white edges refer to points on the equilibrium configuration. Maximum bed shear stresses occur in

shallow water. In the equilibrium state, the bed shear stresses in shallow water (less than 1m deep) are rather

similar at the different locations.

increasing wave height in shallow waters. Hence, wave shoaling is important. Fig.5.12

outlines this concept.

The evolution towards a morphodynamic equilibrium state can now be understood

as follows. The water column contains sediment that originates from a range of loca-

tions. The deposition fluxes are therefore the spatially integrated (smoothed) counter-

parts of the locally determined gross erosion fluxes. As a result, each location initially

experiences an imbalance between the local gross erosion flux and the more global de-

position flux. These imbalances naturally result in net sedimentation/erosion rates. The

resulting bed level changes influence the local gross erosion fluxes and, via the stabi-

lizing feedback loop described in the previous paragraphs, the spatial variations in the

gross erosion fluxes diminish. This process smoothens the concentration fields further

and hence, uniform conditions are approached. Uniform distributions in the tidally

averaged hydrodynamic energy, erosion rates and suspended sediment concentrations

(Fig.5.10) minimalizes the net sediment exchange by lag effects (Friedrichs, 2011; Gatto

et al., 2017). Hence, despite the increase in the gross sediment fluxes on the intertidal

flat, the net sediment exchange is minimalized. An equilibrium state is reached when

the net horizontal sediment transport vanishes. Fig. 5.13 shows a clear reduction in the

net horizontal sediment transport. The remaining net transport in the equilibrium state

(Panel b) balances out over multiple tidal cycles. Note that the morphodynamic feed-

back loops between the bathymetry and the hydrodynamic forces are subject to time

lags, resulting in (small) oscillatory behavior around a steady bathymetry.

Note that the description above is an approximation. Sediment exchange rates do

not only depend on spatial gradients in the suspended sediment concentrations, but
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the intertidal flat the feedback loop between the local bed level and bed shear stress occurs via the (seaward)

cross-sectional slope, due to wave shoaling.

also on their correlation with the flow velocities (see also Friedrichs (2011)). Bed erosion

only influences the (im)balances at neighboring sections if the locally eroded sediment

is transported before local settling. Although the erosion and concentration fields in the

equilibrium state are found to be rather uniform, spatial variations might thus remain.

Hence, the erosion rates around MSL can be somewhat smaller than the spatial aver-

age (see the red curve in panel c of Fig.5.10), due to the locally more optimal correlation

between the erosion peaks and the maximum flow advection velocities. Also, the tidally

averaged concentrations on the intertidal flat are higher than those inside the tidal chan-

nel (see the red curve in panel c of Fig.5.10), because a larger proportion of the eroded

sediment settles locally again, instead of being exchanged. Irrespective of the specific

concentration field that results in a vanishing net sediment transport, however, an equi-

librium state can only be established via a stabilizing morphodynamic feedback loop as

described above.

Due to the large exchange rate with the tidal channel via the long-shore channel flow,

the ‘background concentration’ at the lower flat is relatively independent of the upper

sections, so that a balance is first established on the lower (sub-tidal) flat and subse-

quently expands landward via adjustments in the landward bathymetry (see Fig.5.8).
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Figure 5.13: Maps of the tidally averaged gross erosion (translated in m/yr , indicated in colors) and the cross-

shore component of the sediment transport per unit width (indicated by black arrows) on (a) the initial inter-

tidal bathymetry and (b) the equilibrium bathymetry.

The impact of small waves The impact of wind waves on the Kapellebank is principally

different from the situation described by Friedrichs & Aubrey (1996). Friedrichs & Aubrey

(1996) derived concave equilibrium profiles by assuming a homogeneous distribution of

the maximum bed shear stress. Our model results confirm an (almost) uniform distri-

bution of the maximum bed shear stress and gross erosion rates, but the profiles that we

obtain are not concave. This is despite the strong dominance of the wind waves on the

upper shore. The difference in the obtained equilibrium profiles can be explained by the

different moment of maximum wave impact during the tidal cycle.

Friedrichs & Aubrey (1996) assumed maximum wave-induced forces during high wa-

ter, when the fetch length is largest and the incoming wind waves are highest. This is

probably a good assumption for higher incoming wind waves (Le Hir et al., 2000). For

small wind waves (5−10cm high), however, maximum bed shear stresses are found in

shallow waters, close to the tidal fronts (Zhu et al., 2017), see also Roberts et al. (2000).

In case of small wind waves, water depths during high tide are generally too large for

optimal wave impact. The results of Le Hir et al. (2000) indicate that the section on an

intertidal flat that experiences highest bed shear stresses a little after covering or before

uncovering (instead of during high tide) increases with a decreasing wave height.

Hence, for small wind waves, at each moment in the tidal cycle, another location (al-

ways close to the tidal front) experiences maximum bed shear stress. The value of the

maximum bed shear stress depends on the seaward bed slope via shoaling and dissipa-

tion processes. The assumption of a homogeneous distribution of the maximum bed

shear stress (associated with an equilibrium state (Friedrichs & Aubrey, 1996), see also

Fig.5.11, therefore leads to a homogeneous slope and hence to a linear cross-sectional

profile. A linear profile can thus be expected close to the shore, where the tidal currents

are negligible. Its slope will depend on parameters as the sediment supply, the incoming
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wave height and the wave friction factor.

Note that the cross-shore transect of the modeled equilibrium state in this study

(Fig.5.8), as well as the observed equilibrium profiles of other fringing flats in the West-

ern Scheldt Estuary (Fig.5.1), are rather linear close to the shore, i.e. where long-shore

currents fall to zero due to the embanked geometry. A linear equilibrium profile was also

obtained by van der Wegen et al. (2017), who modeled the morphodynamic evolution of

a fringing flat in the San Francisco Bay with a 1-D cross-shore model including similar

small wind waves (and neglecting the long-shore tidal currents).

5.4.3. ALTERNATIVE PARAMETER SETS

Besides the simulation for the calibrated settings, we also considered long-term simu-

lations for a few alternative parameter sets. From these simulations we found that the

presence of wind waves does not necessarily result in an equilibrium state. In cases of a

highly abundant sediment supply or a large erosion threshold, states of continuous ac-

cretion occur, see Fig.5.14. In cases of low sediment availability or high wind waves, on

the other hand, states of continuous erosion occur. In these cases, the feedback mecha-

nisms are in favor of an equilibrium state, but the erosion rates on the tidal flat are never

strong enough (or remain too strong) to balance out the landward sediment transport

(favored by the landward decay in the tidal energy). Hence the equilibrium state is a

rather particular state and sensitive to the model parameters in Fig.5.6. However, equi-

librium states were found for wave heights in the range 7.5−8.5cm (with the other pa-

rameters identical to the ‘default’ run), see Fig.5.15, whereas wind waves of 9cm resulted

in an equilibrium state below the intertidal range (Fig.5.16). Based on these results and

the comparable effects of the different parameters (Fig.5.6), we estimate that at least the

simulations within the parameter space indicated by the red dashed rectangle in Figure

5.6 migrate towards a stable intertidal area.

5.4.4. IN THE ABSENCE OF WIND WAVES

Furthermore, we considered simulations without wind waves. In the absence of wind

waves, a stationary equilibrium state is never approached (see Fig. 5.17). The part of the

intertidal flat that is initially accretive, remains accretive in the long run. The magnitudes

of the net sedimentation rates on the intertidal flat decrease in the long run, but are per-

sistent. The decrease in the net sedimentation rates can be explained by a reduction in

the period during which the flat is flooded, and by a decrease in the flow advection rates

(which are both consequences of an increasing bed elevation). The change in advec-

tion rates affects the effectiveness of the sediment exchange between the channel and

the flat (Pethick, 1981), but it cannot change the spatial concentration gradients and the

direction of the net sediment transport.

For an equilibrium state (different than the total infilling or erosion of the intertidal

area) to exist, a mechanism is needed by which the differences between the erosion and

deposition rates, and the incoming and outgoing sediment fluxes, are diminished. A

trend towards an equilibrium state would for instance be possible if a local increase

(decrease) in the bed level would result in an increase (decrease) in the local bed shear

stresses and erosion rates.

However, the spatial variation in the erosion rates is largely controlled by the hori-
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Figure 5.14: (a) Modeled evolution of an indicated bathymetry with 6.5cm wind waves (τcr =0.2 & C0=5mg/L),

a morphological factor of 4000 has been applied. The cross-section of the initial bathymetry (2015 data) is

indicated by the dashed black line and the evolution occurs from yellow towards dark red, with time intervals

of 25 yrs and a total time span of 125 yrs. There is no stabilizing trend. (b) Map of the bathymetry after 125

years of morphodynamic evolution.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Modeled evolution of an indicated bathymetry with 8.5cm wind waves (τcr =0.2 & C0=5mg/L),

a morphological factor of 4000 has been applied. The cross-section of the initial bathymetry (2015 data) is

indicated by the dashed black line and the evolution occurs from yellow towards dark red, with time intervals

of 25 yrs and a total time span of 125 yrs. A linear equilibrium profile is established. (b) Map of the bathymetry

after 125 years of morphodynamic evolution.
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Figure 5.16: (a) Modeled evolution of an indicated bathymetry with 9cm wind waves (τcr =0.2 & C0=5mg/L), a

morphological factor of 4000 has been applied. The evolution occurs from yellow towards dark red, with time

intervals of 25 yrs and a total time span of 125 yrs. After 125 yrs, the subtidal domain has been stabilized. Based

on the typical evolution of fringing flats, an equilibrium state can also be expected for the rest of the flat. The

expected equilibrium profile is indicated by the dotted line in the Figure. (b) Map of the bathymetry after 125

years of morphodynamic evolution.
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Figure 5.17: (a) The modeled evolution of the indicated transect in panel b, without wind waves (τcr =0.2 &

C0=5mg/L). The cross-section of the initial bathymetry (2015 data) is indicated by the dashed black line and

the evolution occurs from yellow towards dark red, with time intervals of 25 yrs and a total time span of 375

yrs. (b) Map of the bathymetry after 375 years of morphodynamic evolution. A morphological factor of 1000 is

applied.
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zontal two dimensional geometry (the position of the dikes and the location of the chan-

nel), which is an independent driver. Furthermore, correlations between the bed level

changes and gross erosion rates suggest a mostly positive (destabilizing) morphody-

namic feedback loop between the variables (Fig. 5.18); erosion rates on the tidal flat are

decreasing with a rising bed (due to decreasing long-shore tidal flow velocities). Hence,

an initial deviation from an imaginary equilibrium state would be intensified by the in-

ternal feedback loops in the system. As a consequence, a stable equilibrium state cannot

exist in the absence of wind waves.

Channel formation In the first decades, the accretion rates are maximal on the deeper

parts of the intertidal area (closest to the channel), so that a flat intertidal platform is

formed, see Fig.5.17 (panel b). This gently sloped bathymetry gives rise to the develop-

ment of a structure of tidal creeks (see Fig.5.17, panel a).

The development of the channel network is a result of a positive feedback mech-

anism within the intertidal system, earlier described by van Maanen et al. (2015), see

Fig.5.18. On an uneven bed, the flow finds less resistance on the lower bed elevations

where the water depth is larger. Once a weak channel structure is initiated, the flow thus

concentrates through the channels, inducing relatively large flow velocities and shear

stresses there, which strengthens the channel structure. At a later stage, when the struc-

ture is (locally) well-developed, a further increase of the local channel depth does not

further increase the amount of water flowing through the channel. From that moment

on, a further deepening of the channel leads to a decrease in the local bed shear stress

(due to a larger cross-sectional area), i.e. a negative feedback loop, so that the depth of

the channels (relative to the surrounding flat) stabilizes (see Fig.5.17).

5.4.5. DO WE NEED A 2-D MODEL TO SIMULATE THE EQUILIBRIUM STATES?
Many previous studies have attempted to predict the equilibrium states of intertidal flats

by 1-D cross-shore numerical and analytical models, neglecting the long-shore tidal cur-

rent (Friedrichs & Aubrey, 1996; Roberts et al., 2000; Pritchard et al., 2002; Mariotti &

Fagherazzi, 2010; Hu et al., 2015; Maan et al., 2015; van der Wegen et al., 2017). The

results in this paper can be used to validate this approach for fringing tidal flats. The

results show that the long-shore tidal current does not significantly change during the

bathymetric evolution. Wave-related feedback loops, on the other hand, underlie the

evolution towards an equilbrium state. This suggests that modelling of the long-shore

tidal current is not strictly needed. Hence, it is expected that comparable results can

be obtained by 1-D cross-shore models including wave dissipation and wave shoaling.

Largest deviations can be expected on the lower flat, where long-shore tidal current ve-

locities are largest. 1-D models for fringing flats can therefore be improved by including a

description of the decay of the long-shore tidal current (and associated bed shear stress)

in the cross-shore direction.

5.4.6. BATTLE BETWEEN WAVES AND CROSS-SHORE TIDAL CURRENTS

Opposite to the bed shear stresses induced by cross-shore tidal currents and wind waves,

which co-evolve with the system as state variables, the long-shore tidal current acts (ap-

proximately) as an ‘independent driving factor’. Hence, the spatial variation in the long-
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Figure 5.18: (a) Bed level changes (in meters) between 50 and 225 yrs of evolution (accretion over time is pos-

itive), normalized to meters per year. (b) Corresponding changes in the tidally averaged bed shear stress (in

Pa/yr ; positive values correspond with an increase in time). At most locations, the figure shows a negative

correlation between the two variables, which in this case suggests a positive (de-stabilizing) internal feedback

mechanism.
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shore tidal current initially determines where intertidal flats develop (i.e. at those sites

where the long-shore current is relatively small/ partly blocked by the typical geometry).

It sets an initial energy gradient towards the shore. The energy gradient favors sediment

transport (Friedrichs, 2011). In an ‘equilibrium state’ the energy gradient induced by the

long-shore tidal current is counteracted by either (1) cross-shore tidal currents or (2)

wind waves. In the first case, the flat typically starts at a low elevation in the subtidal do-

main. The impact of wind waves is reduced by wave-dissipation, but can be significant

in the intertidal domain. The dominance of the cross-shore tidal current in the subti-

dal domain, results in horizontally migrating systems (Pritchard et al., 2002; Mariotti &

Fagherazzi, 2010; Maan et al., 2015).

In the second case, the mudflat starts not far below the tidal range, at the elevation

where wind waves start to affect the bottom. A narrow fringing flat develops and the

wave-induced feedback loops control the development towards a stationary equilibrium

state. In this system, the impact of cross-shore tidal currents is negligible.

Which of these systems occur, is largely determined by the combination of the avail-

able space for the flats (typically the distance between a tidal channel and a dike) and the

suspended sediment concentration in the adjacent waters. These settings determine if a

balance can be established in the subtidal domain by the action of the cross-shore tidal

current. Much (little) space and low (high) concentrations promote the tide (wave) con-

trolled regime.

5.5. CONCLUSIONS

The bathymetry of the Kapellebank has become steeper over the last 25 years and seems

rather stable during the last decade. Measurements on the site show that the erodibility

of the bed is high (Zhu et al., 2017). Thus, the current stability cannot be attributed to an

inactive bed. Instead, it should be explained by counteracting gross erosion and gross

deposition rates.

Our results show that small wind waves (5-10cm) can have an important stabilizing

effect on the long-term morphodynamics of the intertidal flat. For simulations with-

out these wind waves, a stable bathymetry could not be found. The stabilizing effect of

the small waves can be explained by a strong relationship between the water depth and

the wave-induced bed shear stress. We found that the wave-induced bed shear stress

is maximal in shallow waters (i.e. at the tidal fronts) and decreases with increasing wa-

ter depth. Due to this relationship, the subtidal area stabilizes first. Subsequently, the

wave-induced bed shear stress on the landward sections increases with an increasing

cross-sectional slope due to wave shoaling. This implies another stabilizing morphody-

namic feedback loop. By this feedback loop, the homogeneity of the gross erosion rates

increases during the evolution of the flat, until the net horizontal sediment transport

vanishes.

Because the tide-induced bed shear stress decreases towards the shore (which is typ-

ical for fringing flats), the equilibrium state is characterized by a shoreward increasing

wave-induced bed shear stress, so as to counteract the tidal energy gradient. Closer to

the shore, where the long-shore current becomes negligible, the wave-induced erosion

(and maximum bed shear stress) is approximately homogeneous on the equilibrium

bathymetry.
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Such a homogeneous maximum wave-induced bed shear stress (exerted by small

wind waves in shallow waters) is related with a linear cross-shore equilibrium profile.

On a straight line, the effects of wave shoaling and wave dissipation at the tidal fronts

(where the wave impact peaks) are uniform. This result differs from the concave equi-

librium profiles derived analytically by Friedrichs & Aubrey (1996). Friedrichs & Aubrey

(1996) assumed maximum wave-induced bed shear stresses during high water levels,

representing situations with larger incoming wind waves.

Our results agree with the study by van der Wegen et al. (2017), who simulated the

linear equilibrium profile of an intertidal flat in the San Francisco Bay by using a 1-D

cross-shore model with similar small wind waves. Our results are also in agreement with

the findings of Hunt et al. (2015) and Gatto et al. (2017). They showed on an estuarine

scale that wind waves, acting on the intertidal area, are important for the establishment

of an equilibrium state.

We forced our model with an average wave condition, whereas wave conditions are

ever changing in reality. For stochastically varying boundary conditions, the concept of

a dynamic equilibrium seems appropriate (Friedrichs, 2011; Hu et al., 2015). van der We-

gen et al. (2017) noted that the ability to model a realistic evolution by average forcing

only, implies a system’s resilience to extreme events. Our results confirm a great stabil-

ity of the equilibrium configuration and provide an explanation for it. This resilience

suggests that extreme events (with a sufficiently low return frequency) do not affect the

long-term morphodynamics. Field observations tend to confirm the ability of the system

to recover from a storm event (Zhu et al., 2017).

When wind waves were neglected in the simulations, a stable bathymetry was not

approached. In that case, most of the flat is found to be accretive in the long run and

the internal morphodynamic feedback mechanisms result in the development of tidal

creeks. For the development of the tidal creeks a gentle (flat) bathymetry seems impor-

tant.
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6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1. SUMMARY

Systems thinking and system analysis have been applied to get towards an understand-

ing of the ‘intertidal morphodynamical system’. This is the philosophy that states arise

that are understandable and possible to determine exactly, despite the many interac-

tions between the variables and the apparent complexity of systems. To find out the

dominant feedback mechanisms, we followed a top-down approach. The points below

summarize the approach that has been taken and discuss the findings:

1. The procedure starts with a description of the considered system and its bound-

aries. For intertidal flats, those boundaries are often formed by adjacent tidal

channels. The conditions in these channels are mainly determined by larger scale

processes and can therefore be considered as (approximately) independent of the

evolution of the intertidal flat. In this thesis, we considered two types on inter-

tidal systems: (1) intertidal flats that are dominated by cross-shore tidal currents

and wind waves; (2) fringing intertidal flats adjacent to a tidal channel, on which

along-shore tidal currents and wind waves dominate over cross-shore tidal cur-

rents. The fundamental difference between these systems lies in the dominant

flow direction: cross-shore for System 1 and along-shore for System 2. Because the

cross-shore tidal current velocities are directly linked to the cross-sectional profile

slopes, System 1 is characterized by gentler cross-sectional slopes and wider inter-

tidal areas than the flats in System 2.

2. Secondly, morphodynamic models were constructed to simulate the long-term

evolution of the considered systems. System 1 was modeled by a 1-D cross-shore

model, in which the longshore flow was neglected. For System 2, we used an ex-

tensive 2-D horizontal morphodynamic model to capture the along-shore flow on

the intertidal flat.

3. Once we were able to simulate the intertidal evolution (confirmed by field obser-

vations), we considered the co-evolution of state variables. For the wide flats that
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are dominated by cross-shore tidal currents and wind waves (System 1), we found

that an initial imbalance between deposition and erosion is minimized within a

few decades. This happens simultaneously with an adjustment of the profile slope

and shape. After a while, the imbalance between deposition and erosion is not

further reduced and the profile shape stabilizes. What follows is a state of long-

term seaward progradation or landward retreat of the intertidal flat, in which the

cross-shore profile shape is maintained.

For fringing flats (System 2), we found that the subtidal area at the interface with

the channel stabilizes first. Subsequently, the wave-induced bed shear stress on

the landward sections increases (decreases) with an increasing (decreasing) cross-

sectional slope, until an equilibrium state is reached. We also considered the si-

multaneous development of the wave-height and found a strong correlation be-

tween the evolutions of the bed levels, bed shear stresses and wave heights.

4. Subsequently, we used the model outcomes to answer the question that was stated

in the introduction: ‘Which feedback loops/physical mechanisms can explain the

observed evolution of the state variables?’ We found that the feedback mecha-

nisms between the bed configuration and the bed shear stress are often dominant

over other types of feedback mechanisms. Under influence of cross-shore tidal

currents, a negative feedback loop tends to stabilize the profile slope and shape

within the first decades of evolution. Namely, local cross-shore tidal current ve-

locities increase (decrease) with a increasing (decreasing) bed elevation, inducing

larger (smaller) bed shear stresses and gross erosion rates. This type of interde-

pendency between the variables steers towards a local equilibrium. On the upper

intertidal flat, however, this feedback loop does not exist. If tidal currents act alone,

the upper flat is persistently accretive. The impact of wind waves can result in net

erosion (depending on the specific wave climate and sediment supply). Net accre-

tion (or erosion) on the upper flat influences the balances on the lower sections,

which drives the long-term horizontal progradation or retreat.

For fringing flats, we concluded that small wind waves (5-10cm) have an important

stabilizing effect on the long-term morphodynamics. The stabilizing effect of the

small waves can be explained by a strong relationship between the water depth

and the wave-induced bed shear stress. We found that the wave-induced bed shear

stress is maximal in shallow waters (i.e. at the tidal fronts) and decreases with

increasing water depth. This relationship results in a stabilizing morphodynamic

feedback loop in the subtidal domain, where the minimum water depth strongly

increases (decreases) with a decreasing (increasing) bed level. After stabilization of

the subtidal region, an additional stabilizing feedback loop gets important on the

intertidal flat. Namely, landward of the stable section, an increase (decrease) in the

local bed level leads to an increase (decrease) in the cross-sectional slope (in the

offshore direction) and thereby to an increase (decrease) in the relative importance

of wave shoaling versus wave dissipation. These processes explain the modeled

(chronological) development towards a stationary equilibrium state.

5. We used the basis of the steady migrating states (with conserved cross-sectional

profiles) to derive relationships between the state variables and the external drivers.
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We derived that the progradation speed increases with a power larger than 1 of

the concentration in the deep adjacent waters. Sea level rise and erosion by wind

waves, on the other hand, affect the progradation speed via a linear relationship.

Wave-induced erosion and SLR lead to the existence of a critical sediment concen-

tration level below which intertidal systems shifts from expansion to retreat.

For fringing intertidal flats we concluded that an equilbrium state is character-

ized by a shoreward increasing wave-induced bed shear stress that counteracts

the tidal energy gradient. The tide-induced bed shear stress, was found to be ap-

proximately independent of the intertidal bathymetry and can therefore be seen as

an independent driving factor. Close to the shore, where the along-shore current

becomes negligible, the equilibrium state is characterized by a linear cross-shore

equilibrium profile on which the wave-induced erosion is uniform. This result

differs from the concave equilibrium profiles for larger incoming wind waves as

derived analytically by Friedrichs & Aubrey (1996).

6.2. A SYNTHESIS

While we studied the behavior of two different types of intertidal systems, dominated

by cross-shore tidal flow (System 1) and along-shore tidal flow (System 2) respectively,

an important question that still needs an answer is ‘When do we expect a System 1 or a

System 2?’ The findings of this study give some insight.

We found that the along-shore tidal current acts (approximately) as an ‘independent

driving factor’ for open coast and fringing intertidal systems, as opposite to the cross-

shore tidal currents and wind waves, which co-evolve with the system as state variables.

This suggests that the spatial variation in the along-shore tidal currents (steered by larger

scale features as the typical geometry of an estuary) initially determines where intertidal

flats can develop. At the sites where the along-shore current is relatively small/ partly

blocked by the typical geometry, sediment can settle. As long as the internally generated

cross-shore tidal current velocities and the effect of wind waves on the bottom are small,

the spatial decay in the along-shore tidal current velocities set an energy gradient. The

energy gradient favors sediment transport (Friedrichs, 2011). In an ‘equilibrium state’

the energy gradient induced by the along-shore tidal current is counteracted by either

(1) cross-shore tidal currents or (2) wind waves (or a combination of those).

Which of these forces take the lead, is largely determined by the combination of the

available space for the flats (typically the distance between a tidal channel and a dike)

and the suspended sediment concentration in the adjacent waters. These settings deter-

mine if a balance can be established in the subtidal domain by the action of the cross-

shore tidal current. Namely, according to equation 4.9,

cb ∝
1

β2
, (6.1)

Taking β = h
W (Friedrichs & Aubrey, 1996) with W the distance between the channel

and a dike and h the local water depth at the interface between channel and flat (relative

to MSL), we find:
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h ∝
W
p

cb
. (6.2)

Hence, much (little) space and low (high) suspended sediment concentrations pro-

mote a large (small) h. A large (small) water depth subsequently implies a small (large)

wave impact, which promote the tide (wave) controlled regime. Hence, in the tide con-

trolled regime, the flat typically starts at a low elevation (large h) in the subtidal domain.

The impact of wind waves is reduced by wave-dissipation, but can be significant in the

intertidal domain. The dominance of the cross-shore tidal current in the subtidal do-

main, however, results in horizontally migrating systems. If h in Equation 6.2 is small

(promoted by little space and high suspended sediment concentrations), the mudflat

starts at an elevation at which wind waves contribute significantly to the bed shear stress.

A narrow fringing flat develops and the wave-induced feedback loops control the devel-

opment towards a stationary equilibrium state. In this system, the impact of cross-shore

tidal currents is negligible.

6.3. APPLICATIONS

Here we summarize the practical applications of our results.

Making projections We applied our results to the Yangtze Estuary to estimate the crit-

ical sediment concentration level below which a shift from progradation to retreat can

be expected. Thereby, an estimate of the typical wave-induced erosion was obtained

from earlier studies, based on in situ measurements of bed level changes during extreme

events. For the Yangtze Estuary we found that at least 30% of the suspended sediment

concentration in 1990 is required to keep up with a sea level rise of 7mm/yr . Our rela-

tionships are applicable to prograding flats in general and can be applied in other river

mouths as well.

We further discussed the consequences of sea level rise on this system. Beyond the

critical value, the intertidal flat initially submerges and retreats landward at the same

time. Due to its gentle slope, especially the top of the flat is sensitive to submergence

(which increases the tidal flow velocities and erosion rates). Local erosion there, in turn,

affects the seaward balances and induces retreat. Only after the ‘outer-dike hinterland’

has disappeared completely, can the flat stabilize against a sea wall (relative to mean sea

level, i.e. the flat will rise at the same rate as the sea).

Also for fringing intertidal flats we shortly discussed the consequences of sea level

rise in the thesis. The restoring feedback mechanisms that control the stationary equi-

librium states of fringing flats, cause resilience to sea level rise, i.e. the flat has the ten-

dency to rise together with the sea level. The relevant question is then if the sedimenta-

tion rates during the recovery process (i.e. the evolution towards equilibrium) are high

enough to keep up with SLR. If the net sedimentation rates during this process are higher

than the rate of sea level rise, the elevation relative to mean sea level is maintained. The

simulations reveal that the accretion rates on the upper flat increase with the degree of

distortion from the equilibrium state. Therefore it is possible (depending on the sed-

iment availability) that the flat initially submerges, and starts to rise at the rate of sea

level rise at a lower elevation relative to the mean sea level.
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The restoring feedback loops that control fringing tidal flats also cause resilience to

extreme events (with a sufficiently low return frequency). More specifically, if the typical

period between two successive events (with similar strength) is long enough to allow for

total recovery, they do not affect the long-term morphodynamic evolution or equilib-

rium state.

Developing strategies The obtained understanding can help to find strategies for pro-

tecting the intertidal environment against erosion or submergence due to sea level rise.

The progradation speed of horizontally migrating mudflats (described as System 1 in

Sec.6.1) can be influenced by engineering activities on the upper shore. Placing wave-

breakers, extra vegetation, or raising the bed directly, does not only affect the sediment

balances locally, but eventually also induce sedimentation on the seaward sections, i.e.

it increases the seaward expansion of the whole system. Nurturing salt marsh growth

would also decrease the critical concentration level needed to keep up with sea level rise

and prevent submergence and accelerated coastal retreat. These effects emphasizes the

benefits of these methods and the concepts of ‘building with nature’.

Also on fringing tidal flats (System 2 in Sec.6.1) it would be possible to stimulate sed-

imentation, for instance by nurturing salt marshes (on the upper flat) or placing wave

breakers. As opposite to the horizontally migrating systems, however, these measures

only have a local effect (they do not affect the balances on the seaward sections).

Our results also suggest that it can be possible to artificially initiate a shift from a

‘narrow and stationary system 2’ to a ‘wide and migrating system 1’ (or vice versa) by

creating more (less) space for intertidal flats. For instance shifting seadikes landwards,

would promote the dominance of the cross-shore tidal currents and the development of

a wide and gentle tidal flat (including a extensive subtidal area).

Simplifying and improving model set-ups Once the dominant processes and feed-

back loops are identified, simpler models can be constructed that only include a limited

selection of components. For instance, this study suggests that fringing flats can be mod-

eled with 1-D cross-shore models including wind waves. Furthermore, a qualitative un-

derstanding about the evolution of the components inside a comprehensive model can

be used to speed-up simulations. For instance, instead of applying a morphological fac-

tor at each hydrodynamic time step, one could speed-up the development of migrating

flats by applying horizontal shifts. In this way, the accelerated representation of facts is

better in line with the actual course over time, so that larger artificial acceleration factors

can be applied in the models.

6.4. OUTLOOK

This research have shown the usefulness of systems thinking in the field of morphody-

namics. A range of other morphodynamic systems could be approached in a similar way;

by making strict distinctions between system variables and driving factors; by identifying

states; by studying time-series and correlations between system variables. A systemat-

ical approach to study the complex interactions in morphodynamic systems is needed

if one wants to make use of the internal stabilizing or re-inforcing feedback loops of the
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natural system itself and to ‘build with nature’ in the most effective way.

This study indicates that fringing flats can be modeled with one-dimensional (cross-

shore) numerical models. This makes modeling faster and can be very helpful in further

quantifying this system. Using a faster model, we can further investigate: (1) the relation-

ships between the system drivers (boundary concentration, tidal range, incoming wave

height etc.) and system variables as the cross-sectional slope or the elevation at which

the fringing intertidal flat starts. (2) the recovery rate after a disturbance or the ability

of the system to adjust to SLR. (3) the generality or exceptionality of the stationary equi-

librium state. These investigations require many simulations, which were impossible to

carry-out with the extensive Delft3D model set-up.

Furthermore, the interaction of the here considered intertidal system with vegetation

and salt-marshes deserves extra attention and investigation with coupled model setups.

Last but not least, the effects of the presence of multiple sediment fractions on the long-

term morphodynamics could be investigated, because a variable bed erodibility might

lead to different dominant morphodynamic feedback loops.
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AFTERWORD
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comes back over and over again, can be very frustrating. The apparent slowness of the

scientific progress, can make me feel powerless and weak. The many times of re-writing
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